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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The art of theatre incorporates the separate arts

of literature, painting, sculture, dance, and music.

The attempt to mold elements from these separate arts

into a new or different, composite work leads to an art-

form of considerable complexity. A second cause of this

complexity is the need to combine the creative endeavors

of a number of disparate theatrical artists into a uni-

fied presentation which will enable the participants and

the spectators to respond to the performance. A third

area of complexity stems from theatre's focus on action.

"In contrast to sculpture, painting, or literature, the-

ater is a dynamic art, changing from moment to moment as

performers interact with one another--and with the audi-

ence."' If this dynamic process is halted at any point,

whether in rehearsals or in performance, the act of

theatre ceases. If the interaction becomes less than

dynamic, becomes merely a pseudo-process, the result is

Peter Brook's "deadly theatre."2

Given this complex process and the need to combine

several individual arts into one by means of interaction

among the contributing artists, the theory evolved that

one person should supervise the preparation of this

1
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unified presentation This person came to be called the

director. (In France he is called the metteur en scene,

and in England he is referred to as the producer.)

Although the theory that theatrical productions attain

unification from the supervision of one individual is his-

torically new, the concept is not. "The director, under

one title or another, undoubtedly has always existed in

the theatre, for his function is essential and can be

performed by no other artist."4 Direction or guidance

of theatrical productions has come from the playwright

(Aeschylus), an actor in the company (the commedia dell'

arte, where the most experienced performer usually served

as concertatore or guida),5 an actor-manager (David Garrick

John Phillip Kemble, Charles Macready, and Charles Kean),

a critic (Walter Kerr), or a choreographer (Jerome Rob-

bins)--to cite only a few examples.

Between 1796, when Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, super-

visor of the Weimar Court Theatre, began using the tech-

niques of the modern theatre director, and the end of the

nineteenth century, the concept of the director as the

primary or sole theatre artist was developed.6 During

this period, numerous technical advances in theatrical

production appeared, stock companies were disintegrating,

and a characteristic theatrical style disappeared. Faced

with these conditions, various workers in the theatre came

to recognize that all the elements of a production could be
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coordinated only through supervision by one individual.7

These workers hoped that this individual could give unity

and proportion to the production while helping the other

artists to make their maximum contributions to the play.

As a result of the theories of Gordon Craig and Adolph

Appia, and of the theories and practice of the Duke of

Saxe-Meiningen, Max Reinhardt, Andre Antoine, Constantin

Stanislavski, and others, a distinct art of direction has

come to prominence in the twentieth century.8

What the director directs--the process of theatrical

production--begins with a drama, usually in the form of a

manuscript prepared by a playwright.9 The manuscript is

the playwright's expression of, and response to, his per-

ceptions of his environment. The written drama is studied

by each of the collaborating artists of the theatre: the

managers or producers, the director, the actors, and the

members of the artistic or technical staff. Each artist

or craftsman responds to the playwright's perceptions out

of his own experiences, attitudes, and frames of reference.

The collaboration--the combined responses--of the artists

is intended to lead to a unified interpretation or response

to the playwright's concepts; this production occurs in

the presence of an audience--a group organized to receive

the concepts and the interpretations within a social setting.

This final stage in the process allows the artists'

concepts to be joined with those of the audience. The
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individuals in the audience respond, either singly or to-

gether as a polarized group, to many stimuli. One of

these stimuli, for example, may be an individual actor.

The audience may react to that actor's personality, his

emotional or mental state, his voice, his physical appear-

ance, and/or the character or role which he portrays. The

audience's reaction may be to the reality of the actor

and the portrayal of the character independently, or the

reaction may be to the combined illusionary stimulus of

the actor as the character. A second source of stimuli

in this example is the audience's perception of the char-

acter as a "person" involved in the events on stage. When

this perception occurs, the fictional person affects the

perceiver in many, if not all, the ways such a person would

affect a member of the audience in real life.

A third possible stimulus is the playwright's ideas,

as stated or implied in the manuscript and as brought to

life by the performance. These ideas may be romantic,

political, social, or anything else, and may serve as

instruments for teaching, persuading, entertaining, or

any combination of these functions. A fourth set of sti-

muli may come from the auditory and visual elements of

the production--the vocal quality of the cast members in-

dividually and combined, the word choice and rhythm of

the script, the music, the sound effects, the stage set-

ting, the costumes, the lighting, and the physical appear-

ance of the actors.
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In short, everything that is heard, seen, and thought

about or felt during the production may stimulate an au-

dience's reactions. The audience may respond to each of

the stimuli independently or to a combination of the ele-

ments into one stimulus. The responses may even be trig-

gered by the social event. For some people, theatre

attendance may serve as a means of escape from daily

routine. For others, it may be a requirement for main-

taining their social position. That is, the event may

provide a means for impressing others with clothes, jewels,

escorts, and other symbols of wealth or power. Some people

may view the event as an opportunity for mingling with old

acquaintances and for making new friends.

Whatever the stimulus, the audience's responses may

be momentary or lasting, and may result in instant expres-

sion (applause, laughter, booing) or delayed expression

(discussion, reviews, touting of the show). The theatrical

experience involves both the immediate point-to-point con-

tact of audience and performer during the presentation, and

the way in which the audience remembers the presentation.

To discriminate the sequence of presentational reactions

from the rearrangement of those reactions into a unified

response, the reactions during a performance may be called

the "theatrical experience" and the remembrance of the

production the "memorial experience."1 0

This interaction between the audience and the pro-

duction indicates that, among other things, theatre is
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a means of communication--that is a dynamic series of trans-

actions between and among individuals. These transactions

involve at least the following elements: a source, a re-

ceiver, a message, a channel, a situation context, a system

of feedback of symbols, of norms, and of roles, and a sys-

tem of interaction networks.11

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to examine the process

of theatrical direction as a communication system. It is

necessary to discover the theoretical basis of communica-

tion; to determine the attributes of theatrical communi-

cation; to analyze the activities of the director as a

communicator; and to examine the director's role in the

networks of theatrical communication.

Hypothesis

The effectiveness of the communication networks used

in theatrical directing is determined by the functional

roles and leadership styles adopted by the director as

he participates in these networks.

Methodology

This study follows the standard design of descrip-

tive research. Such research studies "existing condi-

tions, situations, or relationships in order to discover

or establish norms or standards."12 In order to determine
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the existing relationship between the two disciplines,

theories of both communication and theatrical directing

have been analyzed. To accomplish this, the components

of the theatrical process have been examined to determine

their function, if any, as elements of a communication

process. Likewise, the various categories of communica-

tion have been observed within the theatrical process.

These observations indicate the existence of at least

four levels of communication networks within the the-

atrical production process. Furthermore, these obser-

vations reveal that the function of the director within

these networks may determine the effectiveness of the

networks. Through theoretical research and personal ob-

servation, each of the networks has been studied briefly.

In the same manner, the role functions of the director

within the social and the aesthetic networks have been

analyzed in greater depth.

Background

Communication is inherent and inevitable in the human

condition, which requires that men relate to and interact

with each other. "Communication is universally regarded

as the essential social process, the means by which man

achieves his individual humanity and maintains social

relationships. Without the capacity to use symbols and

to interact, men would be forced to live out their lives

in isolation. . . ."13 Behaviorists argue that all human



behavior is capable of communication and that men cannot

not communicate. From this viewpoint, anything one does

can, and does, communicate something to someone.'4

The concept designated by the term communication is

surrounded by vagueness and contradiction. The usage of

the word is widespread in virtually every discipline from

the physical and the social sciences to business and the

arts. "The word 'communication' has become popular. It

is used currently to label relationship problems between

labor and management, among countries, among people gen-

erally. Some uses of the communication label refer to a

different way of viewing these problems; others merely

change the name of the same problems that existed yester-

day."15

Since the word communication is so widely used, a

specific meaning must be established for the term in

order to discuss it within a particular context. There

are numerous definitions. Hanneman, for example, defined

communication as "message transaction among participants"16

Barnlund, as follows: "communication is an 'effort after

meaning,' a creative act initiated by man in which he seeks

to discriminate and organize cues so as to orient himself

in his environment and satisfy his changing needs."1 7

Scheidel identified communication as "a process involving

speakinlistening agents who, by sending and receiving

verbal and nonverbal messages, interact within a physical
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and psychological context to achieve a meaningful effect." l8

Berlo's concept, cited previously, established communication

as a dynamic series of transactions involving at least four

elements: a source, a receiver, a channel, and a message.1 9

Each of these definitions implied the concept of pro-

cess, and represented what Berlo called process definitions

of communication. Regarding the process theory iteself,

Berlo stated that "if we accept the concept of process, we

view events and relationships as dynamic, on-going, ever-

changing, continuous. When we label something as a process,

we also mean that it does not have a beginning, an end, a

fixed sequence of events. It is not static, at rest. It

is moving. The ingredients within a process interact; each

affects all of the others." 20

Thus, in this thesis, communication is a series of

dynamic, continuous, and ever-changing interactions in-

volving the sending and receiving of messages within a

specific context. More simply, it is a process of message

exchange within, between, or among people. The various

behaviors of humans are significantly exhibited and per-

ceived through the participation of individuals involved

in interactive relationships.

It is interesting to note that theatre has also been

defined as a process. "Theater is a dynamic art, changing

from moment to moment as performers interact with one

another--and with the audience," Wilson stated.2 1
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Beckerman added that theatre is spontaneous, that it is

"what goes on between the parts."22 Berlo noted that "it

is the blending, the dynamic interrelationships among the

ingredients developed in the process that determine whether

we have what we would call 'theatre'." 23

At least by implication, theatre too is a series of

dynamic, continuous, and ever-changing transactions or

interactions. By definition, then, theatre can be viewed

as a specialized form or process of communication.

This concept is not entirely new. John Dewey observed:

"In the end, works of art are the only media of complete

and unhindered communication between man and man that can

occur in a world full of gulfs and walls that limit com-

munity of experience." 24  Another view often expressed is

that the theatre came into being because it was the only

practical way of exposing a large number of people to an

author's ideas in the days before the custom of printing

and reading books became universal. As Canfield noted,

"the stage was a manner of publication, an oral one, as

it were. Be that as it may, the theatre is a medium of

communication, a vivid way of telling a story." 25  Indeed,

as Berlo indicated, the theatre "is a distinguished vehicle

of communication, with a considerable tradition and heri-

tage." 26

As a means or an act of communication, the theatre

may indeed provide an enjoyable means for storytelling,
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for giving information, for teaching, and for persuading.

While these goals are being sought through theatrical means,

numerous forms and processes of communication may be active

during either the preparation or the presentation of the

stimuli. Indeed, how may one achieve unity and harmony--

the chief goals of the director--but through some process

of communication?

If the director is the person in charge of achieving

unity and harmony in the theatrical presentation, then it

is the director who has the primary responsibility for

initiating, participating in, and/or supervising the forms

and processes of communication. To achieve a successful

production, a director must express artistic ideas in a

way that allows the cast and the production staff to per-

ceive the concepts as the director perceives them and then

through various kinds of reactions, relay this perception,

or understanding, back to the director. The observation

and experience of many directors and critics seem to indi-

cate that most directing problems or failures result not

from the director's lack of creativity and artistic skill,

but rather from his inability to discuss production ideas

with the collaborating artists in such a way that mutual

understanding is reached.27  Such a premise may well mean

that artistic success depends upon the director's ability

to discuss and interact effectively with the collaborating

artists and craftsmen, and therefore, that the study of
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communication could be an important part of the director's

training.

Although most directors and theorists recognize the

importance of communication within the theatrical process,

a survey of directing textbooks showed little, if any,

discussion of this aspect of the director's work.28 Even

Hodge's P Direc : Analysis, Communication and Style,

which focused on the problem of directorial communication

more than most of the textbooks surveyed, dealt with the

subject only in terms of communication through the tech-

nical aspects of staging. When the writers recognized

the need for communication in the directing process, the

term was usually applied only to the transmission of the

literary and artistic ideas involved in the production

process. Most writers agreed that the director must be

able to get along with his cast and production staff mem-

bers, but virtually no information was given about methods

of attaining workable one-to-one relationships between the

director and the people with whom he must work. Yet it

is these relationships which provide the foundation for

the work of artistic creation and which are ultimately

responsible for the success. or failure of the production.

Nearly all the problems a director encounters as he creates

the production are problems of communication. Therefore,

at the very least, the directing process merits study as

a form of communication.
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Assumptions

Such a study is presented in this thesis. Seven

assumptions form the basis of the study. First, as noted

previously, the theatrical event is one kind of communi-

cation. Second, if the theatrical event is to occur at

all, it is necessary for communication to be established

within, between, and among the participants in the theatri-

cal presentation. Third, since the director is the person

responsible for unifying the work of the separate partici-

pants and achieving harmony among the disparate elements

of the production, it is assumed that he must be in charge

of initiating and supervising the processes of communication.

Fourth, there are many complex communication networks

within a theatrical production process. These theatrical

communication networks may be classified into four cate-

gories which are designated according to the types of

messages transmitted in each group.

1) The conceptual networks: those in which messages

regarding the literary ideas initiated by the

playwright are transmitted.

2) The aesthetic networks: those in which the mes-

sages about the artistic ideas which transform

the literary work into a theatrical event are

contained.

3) The observational networks: those in which the

spectators become involved in the communication

event.
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4) The social networks: those which contain non-

theatrical messages and which are necessary for

the functioning of any group of humans.

The fifth assumption underlying this study is that

the social networks are inherent in the theatrical pro-

cess and therefore must be activated in order for the other

networks to function. The sixth assumption is that the

relative success of the social networks determines the suc-

cess of each of the other typescf networks, and therefore,

the success of the theatrical presentation. The final and

chief assumption is that the roles the director assumes

may greatly affect the interactions of the networks and

that these roles may be the primary determiner of suc-

cessful directorial communication.

Summary

Given these assumptions, the roles of the director

in the social theatrical communication networks and their

influence within the aesthetic networks are examined in

detail in the chapters which follow. Chapter II discusses

the elements of the communication process, their application

in the theatrical process, and each of the four theatrical

network categories. Chapter III focuses on the categories

or levels of communication as they exist within the pro-

duction process. Chapter IV describes the director's roles

in the social and aesthetic networks and explores a method

for employing these roles while directing a theatrical
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production. Chapter V summarizes the study and suggests

topics for additional research.
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CHAPTER II

ELEMENTS OF THEATRICAL COMMUNICATION

Like communication in general, theatrical communication

is difficult to study in process.1 Within the context of

one theatrical production, for example, there may exist five

conceptual networks, ten aesthetic networks, ten observa-

tional networks, and twenty-five social networks--all of

which may be operating simultaneously and continuously.

Since it is chaotic at best and even virtually impossible

to describe all activities in the theatrical communication

process simultaneously, one must arrest the process; each

segment or element in the process must be examined sep-

arately; each network and category of networks must be

studied individually. From the knowledge thereby gained

about each part, it is possible to speculate with more

accuracy about the process as a whole. This chapter

examines these elements as they function within the com-

munication transaction and during the theatrical production

process, and then delineates the four network categories

found within the production process.

The Elements of Communication

There are many communication elements functioning

within each network. Before the networks themselves can

19
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be studied, the functions of these elements must be ana-

lyzed. In Chapter I, ten elements were said to exist

within any given communication transaction: situation

context, source, receiver, symbols, message, channel,

feedback, roles, norms, and the networks themselves.

Situation Context

Communication occurs within specific boundaries.

This setting is referred to as the situation context,

and includes both the specific setting of the communi-

cation event and the general environment out of which

the specific setting may arise. The specific setting

includes the actual physical setting and the conditions

in which the communication transaction takes place, along

with the status of the interactions as they are relevant

to the immediate communication interchange.2 The specific

setting comprehends the occasion, the place, the time, and

both the physical and the psychological dimensions of the

interaction. The physical dimensions include elements such

as the size of the place, the seating arrangment, the tem-

perature, the lighting--any environmental factors. The

psychological dimensions include the size and feeling of

the audience--"the numbers of listeners and their predis-

positions, biases, and emotional states."3

The general environment is the "totality of things

as they exist and may affect the communication process."4

In addition to the psychological dimensions which exist
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outside of the specific setting, the general environment

of the situation context includes social dimensions: cul-

tural characteristics and social values which may influence

the communication event.5

The general environment, which may reflect a number

of disparate factors contributed by each of the production

members, may prove to be important in the theatrical pro-

duction process, especially within educational theatre.

In this type of situation, a director must work with

actors and technicians of diverse backgrounds and skill

levels. Many members of the production unit may be

adapting to newly acquired senses of responsbility and

of freedom, and to newly formed--or forming--self-concepts.

The pressures of social adjustment, of academic require-

ments, of financial concerns, and so on, may be great.

The maturity levels for dealing with these pressures may

also vary. The ability to deal with these pressures within

the general environment may reflect a person's abilities

to deal with the pressures found within the specific con-

text of the production process. The important point is

that at this level, the pressures initiated within the

general environment may greatly affect a person's behavior

in dealing with the pressures of the specific theatrical

context, and vice-versa. A director may have to develop

understanding, trust, and open communication within the

general environment before any communication can take place

within the specific context of the production process.
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The situation context of each communication event is

unique. The social dimensions--and in some cases the phys-

ical dimensions, may remain unchanged from transaction to

transaction, but the psychological dimensions, the general

environmental conditions, and often the physical dimensions

will, in all probability, not be exactly the same in any

two events. A theatrical event, for example, usually oc-

curs in a place with definite physical dimensions. Often

both the structure and the mechanical devices which are

available are highly specialized, but are common to this

particular kind of building. Yet the physical dimensions

change from one building to another and from one production

to another in the same building. Although the proscenium

stage is a common form of theatrical architecture, one may

find buildings which contain thrust stages, arena stages,

and various combinations of these three styles. Today,

many theatre structures are adaptable to any of these

configurations, and the physical environment may change

as the production requirements are altered. The physical

dimensions may even change during the process of production.

What began on a bare stage with work lights but no proper-

ties, lighting effects, costumes, specific audience seating

arrangements, and so on may evolve into an event with all

of these dimensions present.

Changes in the physical dimensions which occur during

the production process, or from event to event, may alter
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the psychological dimensions. It is generally accepted

that these physical additions and technical devices aid

the actors in the creation of individual characters as

well as in the creation of believable character rela-

tionships. Often it is difficult for actors to backtrack

and work on a long-term production in a post-performance

rehearsal pattern which does not include the full use of

the technical devices. During; the rehearsal pattern in

preparation for a performance in the American College

Theatre Festival at Fort Worth, some weeks after the

initial full-scale performance, the actors were asked

to rehearse without the aid of full lighting effects, with-

out the use of the scrim, without the multi-media effects,

without the full complement of properties, and without

costumes. Physical attributes and activities of the

characters were altered by the absence of costumes.

Without many of the properties, and the light and scrim

cues, several scenes fell apart; movements, lines, and

tempo simply disappeared.

The psychological dimensions may also be altered

during the course of one rehearsal by such things as

the time (actors may be more amenable to work, criticism,

and suggestions at 6 p.m. when the rehearsal begins than

they are at 11 p.m. when the rehearsal ends), the commun-

ication transactions which have and are taking place

during the rehearsal, and the relative success of the
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rehearsal as it is judged individually by the members of

the producing unit. The psychological dimensions which

arise from the general environment may also be altered

during the course of a single rehearsal.

Likewise, the physical environment may affect the

psychological dimensions of the members of the audience.

For example, most spectators feel comfortable in a pro-

scenium setting. They are able to sit back and enjoy

the performance. However, these same audience members

may feel tense in an arena configuration where they are

in closer proximity to the actors and the action, and

where they may feel forced to participate in the per-

formance. On the other hand, a second group of spectators

may react oppositely to these situations. Different

audiences, of course, will react differently to these

physical environments. A director must be aware of these

possibilities and must consider the manuscript, the actors,

and the audience when determining a physical environment for

a production.

Source and Receiver

Although the source and the receiver may be scru-

tinized separately, a more accurate analysis is obtained

if the two elements are discussed together. Both the

source and the receiver are critical components in the

communication process. Without the active participation

of each element, communication cannot take place. The
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source/receiver dyad may also be referred to as stimulus/

response, sender/receiver, encoder/decoder, and communi-

cator/communicatee. The source is the agent whose func-

tion is to initiate and guide the act of communication.

The receiver is the participant who, by his reception of

the message, permits the communicative act to be com-

pleted. Without this reception, communication has not

occurred. Both the source and the receiver are influenced

by the situation context. It should be noted that in all

communication transactions, the source/receiver dyad is

reciprocal--the source is at times the receiver and the

receiver at times the source--by virtue of the feedback

process.6

Within a theatrical process, there are infinite

possibilities for the source/receiver dyad. In com-

munication transactions in which the playwright is active,

he is usually the dominant source. These transactions

occur in situations in which members of the production

unit are attempting to determine the ideas and emotions

expressed by the playwright through the manuscript. The

playwright may be able to help these actors and techni-

cians find the play by aiding in this search for meanings.

If the playwright cannot participate actively in the pro-

duction process, his manuscript alone may serve as the

source for the director's interpretation of the play-

wright's ideas. Because of his position within the
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production process, the director is the dominant receiver

in these interactions. However, the actors, the technicians,

and all other workers on the production unit may also func-

tion as receivers. This situation occurs most frequently

when the individual artists are preparing their contri-

butions to the production.

Once the rehearsal pattern begins, the director becomes

the dominant source. Since it is the director who must

unify the production concepts, he is responsible for the

creative transactions found within the rehearsal atmosphere.

The destination of the director's message may be the actor(s),

the designer(s), the individual member(s) of the technical

staff, or ultimately, the members of the audience. Any

combination of these receiver elements is possible.

During the creative transactions within the rehearsal

process, there may be considerable interchange in the

source/receiver roles. For example, while an actor may

receive suggestions for interpretation of his role from

a director, he may also use his own creative capabilities

to determine character qualities and traits. As the

actor develops and displays these characteristics during

the rehearsal performances, he becomes the source for the

creative ideas and the director assumes the role of the

receiver. Any member of the production unit may parti-

cipate in this type of role exchange. In many oases,

the success of the rehearsal process and ultimately the
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performance, may be determined by the degree to which the

group members feel free to engage in this type of creative

interchange.

The same interchange may occur during the interper-

sonal transactions in the rehearsal situation. Because

of his special position in the production, the director

is also the principal source in these interpersonal rela-

tionships. The receiver in this situation may be any mem-

ber of the production unit, or any combination of members.

In fact, such exchanges are highly desirable. The degree

to which they are possible may reflect the levels of success

within the interpersonal relationships, which may in turn

determine the success of the entire production process.

Once the production process moves from rehearsal to

performance, the source focus is predominantly on the

actor as an individual or in combination with other actors.

The source may also be the combined stimulus of the total

visual/aural aspects of the production, including the

actors, the scenery, the language, and the music. The

director, by serving primarily as a receiver, becomes a

surrogate for the spectators who will be the primary re-

ceivers. It is also plausible that the actors and tech-

nicians may alternately be sources and receivers within

this performance situation.

The important point regarding the source/receiver

phenomenon in the theatrical production process is the
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production situations and from one situation to another.

An understanding of these possiblities is extremely impor-

tant to the successful organization of the production unit.

The director's use of role relationships will be examined

in Chapter IV.

Symbols and Messages

For communication to take place in any situation,

both the source and the receiver must use symbols which

have meanings common to each of them. A symbol is some-

thing used arbitrarily to stand for something else and

may be either verbal or nonverbal.7 The assignment of

a given symbol to a particular referent, the thing for

which the symbol stands, is determined by the social di-

mension of the general environment. Yet while the source

and the receiver may attach individualized meaning to the

referent or to the symbol, the symbols must have approxi-

mately the same referents for both the source and the

receiver.

Ordinarily symbol-referent relationships are organ-

ized into verbal and nonverbal languages--symbol systems

--relative to a specific culture or part of a culture.

The messages in communication are structured by means

of such symbol systems. A message is "an idea, concept,

emotion, desire, or feeling which a source desires to

transmit to a destination."? It is a specific set- of
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symbols--selected from a larger set of alternatives and

arranged in a deliberate manner--intended to communicate

information.9  "Messages do not exist inisolation but are

joint creations of those who speak and those who listen.

Consisting essentially of 'sights' and 'sounds,' they are

the ongoing stimuli which bind together those who engage

in communication."10

Although the type and the content of the messages may

vary from one theatrical communication situation to another

all the messages are essentially sights and sounds which

are the creations of those who speak and act, those who

speak, and those who view and listen. The play itself

(that is, the live performance) may be a message; the

philosophies of the playwright may be a message, with

the play simply providing a means of expression for those

ideas; the thoughts of the director may provide the basis

for the message; or the message may be the emotions or

feelings of the actors portraying the roles. Whatever

the situation or context of the message, the exchange

of both intellectual and emotional responses must occur

through the use of some common symbol system.

Channel (Medium)

The means by which the messages are conveyed from

one person to another is called the channel or the medium.

As the "avenue or means by which a message travels between

the communicator and the communicatee," . . . the channel
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is a "link between participating units in communication,"'1

and may be anything that can affect the sensory mechanisms

of a receiver. The channels most often used affect the

senses of sight and hearing, either singly or together.12

The various channels of communication within the

theatrical production process are easily recognized.

Those which affect hearing and sight are dominant. In

most theatrical productions, the initial stimulus for the

audience is a visual awareness of the architecture of the

theatrical environment. In some instances, the initial sti-

mulus may be either auditory or a combination of the visual

and the aural. These instances may be as intentional as

the use of specific sound presentations, or as unintentional

as the expected but uncontrolled clamor of the crowd, or

the noises of the general environment. Other visual sti-

muli are the scene design, the set decoration, the lighting

patterns, the costumes, the pictorial composition as seen

in both the still and moving pictures created by the actors,

the structure of the stage, the members of the audience and

theenvironment or space in which they are located, and the

actor(s). The channels affecting the sense of hearing in-

clude the actors' voices, music--either as an integral

element of the play or as incidental accompaniment to the

play--and any other sound effects that may accompany the

production.

In many productions, the properties or special stage

effects also function as channels conveying stimuli to the
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audience's sense of smell. Plays employing the contemporary

technique of audience involvement may go so far as to employ

channels for the transfer of taste and touch stimuli from

the stage, or from the actors located in spaces unconnected

to the stage, to the members of the audience.

The channels discussed thus far function primarily,

if not exclusively, within the performance situation.

Other situations have their own channels. Those involving

the playwright and/or the manuscript use the voice of the

playwright, the director, or anyone else involved in them;

the nonverbal actions of the participants in the interac-

tions; the printed word; and the play or drama itself--

including all the symbols which may stimulate the receiver's

imaginative, emotional, and intellectual capacities.

In the rehearsal situation--including both the crea-

tive transactions and the interpersonal relationships--the

channels may include the human voice, nonverbal actions,

the environment in which the rehearsals take place, the

drama--that is, either the written symbols or the convey-

ance of the ideas of the drama by the director, playwright,

or another member of the production unit.

McLuhan's theory that the "medium is the message"

applies significantly to the communication transactions

within the theatrical production.13 It has been previously

stated that the play is the message and that both the play

manuscript and the performance of the play may function as
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the channel or medium for presenting the message to the

audience. Similarly, the actors may themselves be both

the message and a vehicle for conveying the message of

the play. Likewise, the creative capabilities and the

imaginative and intellectual thoughts of the director may

serve as messages, or again, as vehicles for expressing

the message of the play--or the ideas of the playwright--

to the actors and the members of the technical production

staff.

In the theatre, the primary channel is between the

audience and the performance of the play, which may serve

both as a symbol of the message and as a vehicle for the

conveyance of that message to the audience. It seems imper-

ative that theatre practitioners understand this dual func-

tion of the performance if the theatrical communication pro-

cess is to function with any degree of success.

Noise. Noise in communication may be defined as

"stimuli which are present in the channel and are added

to the message. Noise may totally destroy a message by

making it incomprehensible or twisting its intended mean-

ing. . . . Distracting stimuli, whether visual, tactile,

or aural, and whether internal or external to the person,

can be noise."'4 Two types of communication noise are

generally described: channel noise and semantic noise.

Channel noise is any disturbance which interferes with

the fidelity of the physical transmission of the message,
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including radio static, smeared newspaper ink, rolling

television screens, magazine type too small to read, a

person speaking in a room over another conversation,

slamming doors, and other such diverse distractions.

Even though the message is received exactly as it was

sent, semantic noise may occur because of a discrepancy

between the codes used by the source and the receiver:

words or subject too difficult for comprehension by the

receiver; differences in selected denotative meanings of

words between the source and the receiver; differences in

the connotation of words between the source and the re-

ceiver; a sentence pattern confusing to the receiver; a

message organization pattern confusing to the message

receiver; and cultural differences between source and re-

ceiver.15 Any type of communication barrier disturbs, if

it does not totally destroy, the process of successful

message transmission from the source to the receiver.

It is evident that many sources and opportunities

for messages to be impaired by communication barriers

exist within the theatrical production process. One

common barrier may result from the style or genre of

the drama. When the plays of Samuel Beckett first

appeared, for example, they were nearly incomprehensible

by anyone other than the playwright or his close asso-

ciates. Even after the members of the production unit

had successfully interpreted the drama, audiences found

it difficult to interpret or to enjoy the performances.
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Another kind of communication barrier, the allusions

used by a playwright, is particularly evident in historical

works. The director may have to do considerable research

before he is fully able to understand the imagery used by

the playwright. Then, once the images are clear, the

director must find some means of effectively presenting

them to the actors and members of the design staff. He

must prevent the potential barrier from blocking the ef-

fective transmission of creative messages within the

rehearsal process. The actors and the designers, with

the aid of the director, also must work to transmit the

images clearly to the audience.

Noise within the interpersonal transactions may stem

from many causes. One important source is the general

environment, which may or may not have direct bearing on

the immediate situation. Another may be a lack of under-

standing of roles and norms.

Feedback

Feedback may be defined as the "responses of the

receiver which can be interpreted as indicating the im-

pact of a message upon him. In informal conversations,

a receiver normally provides immediate feedback through

16his bodily and verbal responses." Feedback is "that

integral part of the process of human communication that

allows the speaker to monitor the process and to evaluate

the success of his attempts to get the desired response
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and in some cases even the channel, according to the feed-

back, and thus allow the receiver to interpret the message

in the manner intended by the source.

In theatrical communication, feedback may occur in

various ways. Applause, laughter, booing, or restless

movements of te spectators are all forms of feedback in

the performance situation. The movement or gesture that

elicits the audience reaction may be the actor's response

(feedback) to a director's instruction or suggestion in

rehearsal. Again, a designer's renderings may be a form

of feedback to the director's initial statements about

the play. The performance itself may be regarded as a form

of feedback to the messages initiated by the playwright or

the drama, and any type of feedback, verbal or nonverbal,
may occur within the production's interpersonal transactions.

It seems obvious that once the receiver initiates feedback,

he has become the source of a new message while the original

source becomes the receiver. In this manner, the roles are

reciprocal.

Roles

Roles may be defined as unified patterns of behavior,

and are often considered synonymous with status positions,

"a collection of rights and duties assigned and expected

of an individual." 1 In this thesis, the term "role" re-

fers to both behavior and status. In this context, "role"

35
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is not to be confused with the term as it is commonly used
in theatrical circles--that is, as a tag for the character

the actor is portraying. Roles are identified by the var-

ious behaviors they require. The role chosen at a given

moment depends on the time, the place, the situation, the

emotional context, the desires, and the attitudes that pre-

vail at that moment.' 9

Benne and Sheats have divided the roles commonly found
in small-group interaction into three categories: group

task roles, group building and maintenance roles, and self-

centered roles. These groups, the roles assigned to them

and the characteristics, of the roles appear in condensed

form below.

CATEGORY

Group Task Roles

Grotp Building and
Maintenance Roles

ROLE

Initiator-contributor

Information-seeker

Information-giver

Elaborator

Coordinator

Encourager

CHARACTERISTICS

Suggests new ideas.
Offers new proposals.

Seeks for information
and clarification
of comments.

Offers facts or au-
thoritative gener-
alizations.

Develops and extends
ideas of group.

Pulls ideas together.
Shows relationships.

Praises, agrees with,
and accepts contri-
butions of others.

Offers warmth, soli-
darity, and recog-
nition.
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Harmonizer

Compromiser

Gate-keeper

Self-Centered Roles Blocker

Aggressor

Recognition-seeker

Dominator

Confessor

Mediates differences.
Reduces tensions by

giving group mem-
bers chances to
explore differences.

Offers compromise in-
volving own ideas to
maintain group co-
hesion.

Keeps communication
channels open.

Encourages and facil-
itates interaction
from usually silent
members.

Interferes with pro-
gress.

Rejects ideas of
others.

Takes negative stand
on all issues.

Refuses cooperation.

Struggles for status.
Deflates status of

others.

Boasts and calls at-
tention to self.

Asserts authority,
superiority, and
control.

Gives personal, non-
group oriented in-
sights.

Although the traditional view that the role of super-

visor belongsto the director and the role of subordinate

to all the other members of the production unit is still

valid, a director may assume many different roles while

functioning as a supervisor or a group leader: information-



giver, coordinator, encourager, harmonizer, gate-keeper,

and information-seeker. The role of dictator would re-

quire a director to assume such roles as aggressor, domin-

ator, recognition-seeker, and blocker. Which role the

director chooses may be determined by the specific situa-

tion in which he is involved, and the roles chosen by the

director will determine the roles that the other group

members will adopt.

The roles which the members of the theatrical produc-

tion group assume within the interpersonal relationships

permeate and affect the interactions within each of the

other production situations and ultimately the success of

the performance. The function of each member of the group,

and the way in which each member perceives his own function

and the functions of others, greatly affect the workings

of the various interactions within the group.

Norms

A norm is "an idea in the minds of the members of a

group, an idea that can be put in the form of a statement

specifying what the members or other men should do, ought

to do, are expected to do, under given circumstance." 21

Norms are " relatively stable grotp-generated rules which

govern behavior. They act to produce homogeneity of values

and behavior, and provide for control of behavior by serving

as standards against which behavior can be evaluated. This

control is exercised without recourse to direct interpersonal
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application of power, although sanctions can be brought

against members who violate norms. The more dependent

a member is upon a group, or the more it satisfies his

needs, the more important norms become to that member." 22

There are many norms present in the theatrical com-

munication process. Many of the norms existing within

the production situations are predetermined norms, or

norms of tradition, superimposed upon the particular pro-

ducing unit rather than growing from within the group.

Audiences traditionally expect certain happenings and

procedures prior to, during, and following a performance.

Athough these norms may be altered, difficultyis usually

encountered by any attempt to do so. The changes do not

usually occur automatically or quickly.

Actors traditionally expect certain modes of behavior,

or norms, from a director; directors treat actors the same

way. During the rehearsal process, for example, it is a

predetermined norm that the director has the final and often

the only ruling over matters of stage blocking. Actors are

expected to memorize their lines by a certain time. The

drama itself presents and exists by means of formal artistic norms

as well as within the broader norms of social acceptance.

Certain norms, such as the length of rehearsals, the dis-

cipline, and the methods of working may influence both the

creative and interpersonal transactions. Although predeter-

mined norms may be active within the interpersonal relationships,
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it is important that the members of the producing unit

establish and maintain norms of their own. This is a point

often neglected by directors. Another point often neglected

by other members of the production group, particularly

within educational theatre, is that once norms have been

established within the group, the violation of those norms

by any member of the group should not be tolerated.

Communication Network

The communication network may be defined as "the pat-

tern of interaction between the source and the receiver in

a communication transaction."23 Such patterns are "regularly

occurring communication transactions between two or more

participants,"24 and "designate a system for the dissemina-

tion of information among the members of a group." 25

Networks take many forms, from the informal linkages

maintained among groups of friends to the more formal,

task-oriented relationships established in work situations.26

Informal communication networks occur during transactions

in which no one consciously assigns or enforces the use of

specific source/receiver relationships. The network emerges

as the participants interact freely with anyone, in differing

rates of intensity and frequency. Formal communication

networks, however, show deliberately designed patterns of

. 27interaction. "In part, the communication network is

planned; in part, it grows up in response to the need for

specific kinds of communication; in part, it develops in
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response to the social functions of communication. At any

given stage in its development, its gradual change is much

influenced by the pattern that has already been established.

Hence, although the structure of the network will be con-

siderably influenced by the structure of the organization's

task, it will not be completely determined by the latter." 28

Communication networks may involve two people or many

participants. The number of communicators affects the amount

of direct communication. "The ideal way of transmitting

and receiving a message is through direct communication;

but, as the number of persons involved in a network in-

creases beyond a handful and as the physical space within

which the network exists extends beyond a single room,

direct communication among all participants becomes imprac-

tical." 29

Different types of communication networks may define

the communication relationships among the various partic-

ipants. There are two basic relationship patterns:

asymmetric relation--a basically one-way communication

relation, involving separate units of senders and receivers;

symmetric relation--a two-way communication relation, in

which the participants freely exchange the roles of sender

and receiver.30

Once a pattern of communication networks has been

established, the networks will have an important influence

on decision-making processes within the groupA and
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particularly upon nonprogrammed activity. The networks will

also determine the relative frequency with which members of

the groups will encounter particular messages or kinds of

messages.3 1

Theatrical Communication Networks

One assumption made in this thesis is that there are

many complex communication networks functioning within the

theatrical production process. These networks can be clas-

sified into four basic types or categories based primarily

on the types of messages transmitted within each network

group. The network types are also characterized by dominant

source and receiver roles, and their degree of flexibility;

by the channels used for the transmission of the messages;

by the specific settings; and by the traditional role ex-

pectations. The four categories of networks--which may be

labeled conceptual, aesthetic, observational, and social--

are not mutually exclusive. They may function independently

at various stages of the production process, but it is also

possible for all four categories to function simultaneously.

Also, the social networks function continuously within each

of the other networks. Many networks within each category

may develop without design; in some instances, however, the

director may wish to deliberately create network patterns.

The Conceptual Networks

The principal messages transmitted within the conceptual

networks are those regarding the literary ideas initiated by
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the playwright. Initially these ideas may involve the

playwright with any element from his general environment

which may influence the creation of the drama. This

element may then permeate the other networks within the

conceptual category. A director's knowledge of specific

events in the life of a playwright, for example, may in-

fluence his understanding of that playwright's manuscript

and ultimately the production concepts.

The dominant source in the conceptual networks is the

playwright. Yet for a majority of productions the playwright

is unavailable; the manuscript itself may become the prin-

cipal source. In each instance, the primary receiver is

the director although it is possible for the actors, the

designers, and the technicians to function as receivers.

The conceptual networks are essentially asymmetric.

Although two-way communication may take place when the

playwright is actively engaged in the transactions, most

of the interactions within the conceptual networks involve

the manuscript as source and are thus dominantly one-way

exchanges. Flexibility of roles and feedback may be limited

or non-existent within this type of theatrical network.

The basic channel in the conceptual networks is the drama

as it is illustrated by the printed words of the manuscript.

That is, the message--the ideas of the playwright--are

transmitted via the manuscript. The director may also

function as a secondary channel for the dissemination of
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information from the playwright or the manuscript to the

members of the production unit.

The physical dimensions of the specific setting of the

conceptual networks may vary greatly. A reading room, an

office, or a theatre may all provide the immediate environ-

ment for the transaction within these networks. The psy-

chological dimensions usually revolve around a desire for

an understanding of the playwright's ideas and a search for

a creative method by which this understanding may be trans-

mitted to all the members of the production group and ulti-

mately to the members of the audience.

Traditionally within the conceptual networks, the play-

wright is viewed as the creator of the play, including both

its intellectual and emotional ideas. The director--and

others who may function as receivers within this network

category--are viewed more as interpretors of these ideas.

Therefore, in many circles, the playwright or the manuscript

assumes the dominant role within the conceptual networks.

The Aesthetic Networks

Finding a means for presenting the playwright's ideas

is the goal of transactions within the aesthetic networks.

They organize the messages about the artistic ideas which

transform the literary work into a theatrical event. Once

a director has chosen or obtained an understanding-of a play,

he must cause the other members of the production group to

bring the drama to life through performance.
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Thus, it is the director who becomes the dominant

source within this category of theatrical networks. The

other members of the production unit--actors, designers,

technicians--are the dominant receivers. There may be

director source/receiver communication between the director

and each of these people, or a system may develop in which

the director communicates with key people who then com-

municate the director's ideas to other. A director may

communicate directly with the scene designer, for example,

who then communicates with the carpenters, painters, elec-

tricians, and so on. Though a director may have little or

no direct communication with these people, his ideas reach

them virtually unchanged.

When making individual contributions to the production,

the non-directorial members of the production group may

function as sources within the aesthetic networks. In

these cases, the director functions as a receiver. The

aesthetic networks are essentially symmetrical--two-way

communication networks--with feedback and role interchange

prominent. However, because of the basic function of his

ultimate job, the director maintains asymmetrical networks

when final decisions are considered.

The principal messages transmitted within the aesthetic

networks are the ideas of the playwright that are exhibited

in the manuscript. Because of his dominant source position,

a director's ideas may also be transmitted within these
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networks. The director's ideas may be independent from

those of the playwright or may be fused with them. Any

artistic ideas, from any source within the networks, may

provide the basis for messages within this category of

networks.

The basic channel in the aesthetic networks is again

the drama contained in the printed words of the manuscript.

Both verbal and nonverbal channels may be used for the

communication of messages within these networks.

The aesthetic networks function primarily during the

rehearsal process. The physical dimensions of the specific

setting may vary but usually are pre-designated areas such

as the stage, rehearsal rooms, scenery shops, costume shops,

and the like. A creative atmosphere provides the basis for

the psychological dimensions; that is, the members of the

production group are mentally and emotionally prepared to

offer imaginative contributions to the group effort. From

these creative contributions comes the work of art.

In the contemporary theatre, the director ordinarily

is given the dominant role position within the aesthetic

networks. He may be viewed as a supervisor, a leader, a

dictator, or any combination of these. The receivers may

be viewed as subordinates, as co-workers, or as a combin-

ation of the two. There is considerable role flexibility,

but the director always maintains the "central" role position.
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The Observational Networks

The observational networks are those in which the

spectators become involved in the art-work. The prin-

cipal message is again the ideas of the playwright. Yet

these ideas may be fused with the ideas of the actors,

the designers, the technicians, and the director.

The dominant source within the observational networks

is the performance of the play. This may include the actors

and all other aural and visual stimuli with which the audience

members may come in contact. The principal receivers are the

spectators--as individual members of the audience or as the

audience group. The actors and the craftsmen may also func-

tion as sources and receivers during the performance. Within

the observational networks, the director is also a principal

receiver.

The feedback provided by the director at this time may

enable him to function as a source while the aesthetic net-

works continue to operate during the performance. The obser-

vational networks are symmetrical but the feedback messages

may be limited by the conventions which exist within the

theatrical performance atmosphere. In this respect, the

networks may be viewed as dominantly asymmetrical or one-way.

The basic channel in the observational networks is the

aural and visual performance, and is both verbal and nonverbal.

Each aesthetic element serves as both channel and message

simultaneously.



The physical dimensions of the specific setting may

vary, but generally they are simply one version of a con-

ventional theatrical atmosphere. Some type of performance

area ad some type of spectator area must be present, even

if the areas are the same. The psychological dimensions

may also vary, depending upon the type of drama, the pro-

duction concept, the mood of the audience, audience

expectations, and so on.

Traditionally within the observational networks, the

performers--aided by the visual and the aural aspects of

the production--are the principal creators and maintain

the dominant role positions. By definition, however, it

is impossible to have a theatrical communication event

without the participation of the audience members. For

this reason, therefore, the audience may be dominant as

often as it is subordinate. Indeed, it may be said that

by its very presence, the audience participates creatively

in the art-work.

The Social Networks

The social networks contain non-theatrical, non-artistic

messages which are necessary for the functioning of any human

group. These messages/transactions may be called "interper-

sonal." The social networks are basic to all the other

networks and function simultaneously with them.

Any member of the production group may function as both

a source and a receiver within these networks. By view of
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his role within the aesthetic networks, the director may

be viewed as the dominant source within the social net-

works as well. And these networks should function symme-

trically. The degree of role flexibility or two-way

communication may determine the success of these networks,

which then affect the other network categories. Should

the social networks become asymmetrical with the director

or any other member of the production group functioning as

the only source--both the social relationships and the

production process may be in trouble.

The basic channels in the social networks are aural

and visual. However, any of the channels possible in any

type of communication may be employed in these networks.

The social networks that occur in any environment

usually are present during the theatrical process. The

psychological dimensions may contain elements from the

general environments of each of the production members

involved in a given transaction and will probably be

influenced by the specific requirements of the production

process.

Because of his function within the production process

and also because of his social status (teacher, professional,

etc.) the director may maintain a dominant role position

within the social networks. Yet the functioning of these

networks may require frequent changes in dominance.
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Summary

Each of the ten elements in the communication process

functions within the theatrical production process. The

components of theatre--the playwright, the drama, the

director, the actors, the craftsmen, the theatre space,

the performance, the audience, the, scenery and the other

visual effects, and the sound effects--are created by media

of communication networks. Each element may assume various

combinations of the elements of communication--source,

receiver, situation context, message, channel, feedback,

symbol, roles, norms, and the networks themselves. Each

of the theatrical components may function as any of the

elements of communication at any given time. Furthermore,

these elemental functions are not static; instead, there

is a great degree of reciprocity among them.

Observations of this interchange of elements and

functions indicates the existence of at least four levels

of communication networks within the theatrical process.

These are the conceptual, the aesthetic, the observational,

and the social. The network categories are determined by

the types of messages transmitted in each group and also

by the dominant source/receiver dyad.

The four networks may function independently at

various stages of the production process, or the networks

may all function simultaneously. The social networks

function at all times. It is the interaction among the
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networks within the various categories and among the four

types of categories that creates the process of theatrical

communication. The levels or types of communication involved

are examined in Chapter III.
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CHAPTER III

LEVELS OF THEATRICAL COMMUNICATION

The theatrical networks function by means of com-

munication transactions. These transactions occur through

four major levels of communication: intrapersonal, inter-

personal, group, and public.

Intrapersonal Communication

Intrapersonal communication is usually referred to

as the "first level"; the sender and the receiver are

one and the same. Each person spends a great deal of time

in dialogues with himself; the "self" becomes self1 , self2 ,
and so on. One example is the decision-making process in

which the rational self selff) may argue with the non-

rational self (self2 ). ""Some of the time we are consciously

explaining and analyzing things to clarify them for ourselves

or to prepare for some future communication. On these occa-

sions the dialogue is frequently very clear--we ask questions,

examine related issues and points, and so on, almost as if

we were two people talking to each other. At other times,

our dialogues are subconscious interactions between our per-

ceptions and our previously held concepts, ideals, and prin-

ciples. It is in these subconscious dialogues that what we

call self is formed."1

54
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As the first level of communication, intrapersonal

communication is "considered to imply the use of the

individual's symbolic capacity either alone or in addi-

tion to the individual's other communicative competencies.

In level one behavior both origin and destination of a

message are within one person; the message uses intern-

alized vocal symbols for the purpose of achieving and

maintaining individual and social adjustment."2

In the theatre, the intrapersonal level of communi-

cation is the one at which much of the individual creativity

takes place, whether that of playwright, director, actor,

designer, or craftsman. Whatever the situation, the person

involved attains the created "object" (whether it be the

script, the production concept, a characterization, a

setting, or a costume design) through a complex series

of interactions involving imagination and reason, emotion

and intellect, and inclinations for both freedom and restraint.

These interactions occur within both the conceptual and aes-

thetic network categories.

Interpersonal Communication

The expression of the art work must employ the inter-

personal level of communication--that is, the "direct

communication between two or more people in physical prox-

imity in which all of the five senses can be utilized and

immediate feedback is present."3 The interpersonal level
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is frequently referred to as dyadic or one-to-one communi-

cation. These names indicate that during interpersonal

communication one individual interacts with another indi-

vidual. Although the context may be formal, it is most

frequently informal. That is, -the speakers sound "like

themselves"; there are grammatical errors, unexpected

pauses, incorrect word choices, and other hallmarks of

daily conversation. Formal communication, however, usually

emphasizes the manner of presentation--public speaking,

mass communication, and other rhetorical situations--and ex-

hibits a good deal of conscious artistry.
4

Since the participants in this type of communication

are usually face-to-face, the interaction is sustained

and focused. For it to be successful or effective, both

participants must actively participate as both senders

and receivers of messages. Interpersonal communication is

"characterized by an interaction in which both people are

aware of sending and receiving messages. The sending and

receiving occur almost simultaneously, so it is often dif-

ficult to determine when a person is sending and when he is

receiving a message."5

Such interpersonal communication provides most of the

information individuals receive about themselves, other

people, and their environments. It forms the basis for

interactions within the family, the social group (friends),

and the work group. Within the conceptual and the aesthetic
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networks, interpersonal communication allows for the trans-

mission of first the literary ideas, and then the artistic

ideas about the manner in which the literary ideas can be

effectively created in performance. The playwright and

the director, for example, may meet in face-to-face communi-

cation to discuss the ideas the playwright desires to be

brought forth in the production. These thoughts about the

literary ideas of the drama are transmitted via the con-

ceptual networks and at the interpersonal level. Likewise,

when the director meets individually with his designers or

with an actor and transmits these same thoughts to them, the

transactions are occurring within the aesthetic networks,

again at the interpersonal level. The transmitting of the

ideas to the audience members via the observational networks

may occur at the interpersonal level, but the dominant con-

cept is that these transactions happen at the public level.

In addition, the social networks use interpersonal

communication for the transmission of non-artistic

messages. These life messages are found in transactions

which are influenced by the theatrical context but which

are not specifically involved in the transmission of artistic

ideas: information about attitudes toward the peopleinvolved

in the creation of the art-work, for example, toward the

play and the overall theatrical situation, and toward

individual emotional, mental, and physical states. When-

ever any two members of the production group interact
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is at work within the social networks.

The attitudes conveyed through these networks are

usually preconceived. For the production situation to

function with any degree of success, it may be necessary

that these preconceived attitudes be reinforced or changed

through persuasion. In persuasive communication, the

source "controls all appropriate communication variables

in an attempt to determine the response of the receiver

toward a particular choice or belief or conduct."6In

other words, the source of the message attempts to struc-

ture the message in such a way that the attitudes, opinions,

beliefs, and so on of the receivers will be altered.

The director may be the source who most frequently

finds it necessary to initiate persuasive communication.

He must be aware of attitude requirements for the effective

functioning of the production process, must analyze the

attitudes of the artists and craftsmen involved, and

finally must find means for implementing the necessary

changes.

As suggested by its presence in all the theatrical

communication network categories, interpersonal communi-

cation is involved within all aspects of theatrical com-

munication. It is the interpersonal transactions within

the social networks which provide the basis for all the

other transactions. Yet this is the aspect of play
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production, and particularly of directing, which seems to

be most often neglected. Since interpersonal communication

occurs in the social networks without the added burden of

artistic communication, this level of theatrical communi-,

cation will be more fully discussed in Chapter IV.

Group Communication

The third level of communication is group or "persons-

to-persons" communication. Though necessarily involving

more than two people, group communication is often con-

sidered to be an extension of interpersonal communication.

If the dyadic situation does not exist in its pure form,

each member of the group receives and responds to messages

of each of the other group members on the interpersonal

level. Included within group communication are a great

variety of communication transactions. Two major subtypes

are considered here: organizational and small group.

Organizational Communication

Organizational communication is that in which the

dissemination of information to members of a group and

the forms of this dissemination take place within defi-

nite boundaries and are concerned with the achievement

of the goals of a specific organization. These boun-

daries are more sharply defined and less permeablethan

in other types of group communication. Role prescriptions,

professional norms, prescribed routes of transmission, and
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especially the evolution of norms of appropriate behavior

which provide group members with standards of assessing

the appropriateness of communication transactions are

important. Organizational communication also involves

the serial reproduction of messages--that is, messages

are transmitted from one person to another, then from

that person to still another, and so on with each communi-

cation network remaining predominantly dyadic.9

The theatrical producing unit functions as an organi-

zation--it is a group of people having specific responsi-

bilities and united for a specific purposelO--and is

therefore involved in organizational communication. The

usual goal of the specific organization is to create an

art-work by means of rehearsals and performances. The

degree of formality depends to some extent upon the size of

the producing unit; generally, the larger an organization

is, the more formalized are the communication channels and

the greater is the dependence on the serial reproduction

of messages. Regardless of size, however, a patterned

hierarchy based on status and role perceptions exists

within the theatrical organization. This hierarchy deter-

mines the structure of the communication networks within

the production situation. Although variations.will occur

from one theatrical situation to another, the general

pattern shown cnFigure 1 usually forms the basis for the

organizational hierarchical system in theatrical communi-

cation.
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If the director makes or approves all the final deci-

sions regarding the production, he governs the organizational

hierarchy. When working within the aesthetic networks,

he usually communicates interpersonally with the actors,

though often an assistant director or stage manager may

interact in a dyadic situation with the director and then

transmit the resulting messages to the actors. Such a net-

work is more prevalent during the performances than during

the rehearsal. process. The director also communicates

interpersonally with the various designers, who in turn

transmit messages to the technical director, shop foreman,

and other technicians. These people then transmit messages

to the workers who build the sets and the costumes, who find

the necessary properties, who design or implement-the

lighting, and so on. For all these various technical-

elements to function as unified parts of the production,

the initial transactions between the director and the de-

signers must be successful.
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Small Group Communication

The second category of group communication is that

involving a "number of persons who communicate with one

another often over a span of time, and who are few enough

so that each person is able to communicate with all the

others, not at second-hand, through other people, but face

to face."12 For such a small group to exist, there must

be a bond of communication, relevant interactions, and

cohesiveness.

The small group is the oldest and most common of all

social organizations. The only historical continuity of

men in society seems to be that of the small group; civili-

zations may come and go, but the small group continues as

the basic unit of society. Man does not exist in solitude,

but rather as a member of an infinite number of small groups.

Membership in some of them may involve only personal friend-

ships and may serve only to gratify social needs. Member-

ship in many other small groups may serve a much broader

range of purposes. Groups are usually formed in order to

accomplish some designated purpose. The purpose or goal

of the group is, at least to some extent, the goal of the

individual members of the group. In order for the goal to

be accomplished, a cooperative effort is required of each

of the group members.13

There are essentially five. types of small groups:

primary groups, casual groups, problem-solving groups,
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educational groups, and therapeutic groups. Primary

groups are the first and probably the most influential

that every human being encounters. They are primary in

the sense that they give the individual his earliest,

most elementary, and most complete experience of social

unity. They provide the initial training in social be-

havior and interpersonal relationships. The family is

an individual's first primary group. Other primary groups

include peer groups, friends, work colleagues, and church

groups.

The second type of small group is the casual group.

Casual groups are not formed to solve specific problems,

but rather to gain companionship. The casual groups

exist to exchange ideas, to enjoy interacting with each

other, and to experience the warmth of friendship.

Examples of casual groups are the coffee group, bull

sessions, and social gatherings.

A third type of small group, the educational group,

is formed for the purpose of instructing, teaching, and

learning. Educational groups may be private, as-in the

classroom, workshops, and conventions, or public. Public

groups are usually information-giving and often have an

audience which is the receiver of the group's-communication.

The most common type of educational group is that found in

the classroom.

Therapeutic groups are the fourth type of small group.

"The therapeutic group is interested in personal improvement--
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changes in behavior, values, or attitudes of the individual.

There is no collective group goal; rather, each member seeks

solutions to his own problems." 15

Therapeutic groups may be formal or informal. Formal

therapeutic groups are employed by social workers, psy-

chiatrists, and psychologists to combat specific problems

of their patients. The formal therapeutic group is "a

vehicle used to aid in the discovery of solutions and new

insights, as well as to facilitate mutual interpersonal

support."16

Informal therapeutic groups are numerous. They are

formed wherever there is a need for an outlet of tensions

and irritations, or a need to enjoy and share with others

of like interests and experiences. The informal therapeutic

group is cathartic. Common examples of informal, groups are

the gripe session, the bull session, or the happy hour.

Sometimes confused with the therapeutic group is the

training or "T-group." Included within this category are

all groups which exist for the general purpose of inter-

personal growth. "Generally a training group attempts to

modify the normal behaviors of its members through devel-

oping interpersonal sensitivity, human relations skills,

mutual trust, and a freer expression of personal feelings."'7

Common examples of T-groups are encounter groups, confron-

tation groups, awareness groups, and creativity workshops.

The last type of small group is the problem-solving

or task-oriented group. The problem-solving group is
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characterized by the existence of a particular group goal

involving some anticipated action. The task-oriented

group is the most prevalent group in our society. "Every

human organization--business, educational, service, and

political--includes numerous task-oriented groups to carry

out the various functions of that organization and other

task-oriented groups to coordinate the efforts of all

other groups."

Regardless of the type, all small groups have many

common characteristics. Although the groups are cate-

gorized according to primary functions, most groups

contain elements of all types. Brilhart maintained that

there are five characteristics common to all groups:

(1) size sufficiently small for each person in the group

to be aware of and have some reaction to every other

person; (2) mutually interdependent purpose in which

the success of each person is contingent upon the success

of the others in achieving this goal; (3) a sense of

belonging or membership, or identification with each

other member of the group; (4) oral interaction (not

all of the interaction will be oral, but a significant

characteristic of a discussion group is reciprocal influence

exercised by talking); (5) behavior based on norms and pro-

cedures accepted by all members of the group.' 9

Small groups usually exist in at least two dimensions:

the task dimension and the social dimension. The task
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dimension incorporates the relationship between group mem-

bers and the work they are to perform--the job they have to

do and how they go about doing it. The social dimension

includes the relationship of group members with each other--

how they feel toward each other and about their membership

20
in the group.

Various types of behavior are prevalent within both

the task and the social dimensions of groups. Homans

classified three elements of behavior within the small

group: activity, or what members of a group do as mem-

bers of it; interaction, or the relationship which one

member's activity has to that of another; sentiment, or

the sum of interior feeling, physical or mental, that a

group has in relation to the activity of the group.21

Small group activity occurs during a theatrical pro-

duction in a variety of ways. The production unit may

function like a primary group, with the members of the

unit usually friends or colleagues, and usually members

of the same peer group. Especially in educational

theatre, the production may serve as an important training

ground for social interaction, or the producing unit may

exist as a casual group. In this instance, the various

artists are as much interested in companionship and the

exchange of ideas as in creating the work of art. Com-

munity theatres provide an excellent example of the casual

group within a theatrical context. It should be noted that
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many artistic ideas and concepts are born within the inter-

action of social groups.

The participants in a theatrical production are also

members of an educational group. They may be preparing

to enter a career or attempting to improve their abilities

in an already existing career. An understanding of human

values and of life in general may be attained from the

theatrical experience. The performance itself may serve

as a public information-giving group, with the audience

as the target of the instruction. Members of the theatrical

production group may find it an outlet for the release of

tensions and irritations, and a medium for the discussion

of or the participation in like interests and experiences.

At such a moment, the production unit becomes an informal

therapeutic group. It should also be noted that theatrical

techniques have been used in formal therapeutic groups.

Most importantly, participants in a theatrical pro-

duction group form a problem-solving or a task-oriented

group. The goal or task is the creation of an art-work.

As discussed previously, the nature of a theatrical art-

work is such that in order for the work to be created,

group participation is required in addition to individual

activity. Furthermore, within the theatrical context, the

achievement of the goal--the work of art--is totally con-

tingent upon the success of each individual member of the

group.



Public Communication

The fourth level of communication is public communi-

cation: "When one person engages in speech communication

with a group of other people he is involved in [fourth

level] speech communication behavior. When one individual

speaks to others, concentrating more on what they have in

common rather than what differentiates one from another,

he is involved in person-to-persons speech communication."22

Public communication includes "media" communication.

This type includes the transmission of messages via indirect

channels; that is, the sender and the receiver are not

involved in face-to-face encounters; the channels are mani-

pulated mechanically; and the sender receives no immediate

or direct feedback from the receiver. The most common examples

are radio, television, and the cinema.

Public communication follows more carefully prescribed

norms of behavior than the other levels. Primarily through

nonverbal means, but also through questions and other kinds

of audience participation, the sender receives limited imme-

diate feedback from the receiver. The influence or per-

ceived character of the source himself is as important as

the message. This influence of the speaker is commonly

referred to as "source credibility."23

Public communication functions in the theatre primarily

within the observational networks, though it may occur at

any time in any network. The on-stage performing of the
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production is, however, equivalent to a speaker standing

before an audience. There are conventional norms of

behavior between audience members and performers, and

immediate feedback may be received from the audience.

This feedback takes two major forms: laughter or other

audible utterances, applause, or silence.

Moreover, source credibility is as important to a

theatrical production as it is to a political speaker.

Just as a well-known personality is likely to gather a

larger audience than a play of little reknown. In the

same way that an audience at a speech may be favorably

or non-favorably impressed by the initial appearance of

a speaker, a theatre audience may be influenced by the way

a stage looks when the curtain is raised. If a speaker

must consider- the attitude of the audience members when

preparing a speech, a playwright or a director must con-

sider the audience's attitudes while preparing a work of

art. When the playwright functions in this way, the

conceptual networks become involved; the director's

action involves the aesthetic networks.

Ultimately, the work of art is not completed until

public communication is achieved. A play is not a play

until it is performed; the production of the play is not

considered a performance until audience members are pre-

sent.
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Summary

There are four levels of communication: intrapersonal,

interpersonal, group, and public. The theatrical communi-

cation networks may function at one level of communication

exclusively or may involve any combination of levels. The

interpersonal and the group levels of communication often

occur simultaneously or in such an overlapping manner that

it is difficult to distinguish the level in action at a

given moment.

Although all four categories of networks may function

within the boundaries of some type or combination of types

of small groups, the social networks dominate the small-

group environment. The social networks also function

primarily within the social dimension of the small group.

The conceptual networks contain both the intrapersonal

and the interpersonal levels. The individual creativity of

group members occurs primarily at the intrapersonal level.

The unification of these various elements of creativity

occurs at the interpersonal and group levels of communi-

cation.

The observational networks occur primarily within

the framework of public communication. Because of this,

this level of communication may be the principal goal of

the production process.
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CHAPTER IV

ROLES: THE DIRECTOR'S FUNCTION WITHIN

THE THEATRICAL COMMUNICATION

NETWORKS

The interpersonal relationships which are organized

into the social networks of theatrical communication pro-

vide the basis for the artistic relationships within the

conceptual, aesthetic, and observational networks that

govern the theatrical process. In fact, the interactions

of the social networks ultimately determine the quality

of the work of art.

Since the director is in charge of the theatrical

presentation and has the primary responsibility for ini-

tiating, participating in, and/or supervising the various

processes of communication, he is responsible for all the

facets of communication found within the theatrical event.

The director needs to be aware of his function within the

social networks, to understand the workings and the impli-

cations of the transactions within the various networks,

and to engineer the formation of those networks and the

transactions within them so as to insure the success of

the performance.

This chapter focuses upon the ways in which a director

may function within the social networks, and thereby, within

73
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all of the theatrical communication networks. The formation

of networks within a group setting and the functioning of

the transactions within those networks are determined to a

great extent by the assignment of roles and by the per-

ception of those role positions. Hence, the function of

the director within the theatrical communication process

is examined in terms of the role positions he may assume

within the networks: leadership role, the secondary role

positions which may be assumed simultaneously with it,

and the continuum encompassing points between the auto-

cratic and anarchic forms of leadership.

The Director-Leader

To accomplish the goals and functions outlined in

Chapter I, a director is forced to assume a leadership

role. Leadership may be defined as "interpersonal-

influence, exercised in situation and directed, through

the communication process, toward the attainment of a

specified goal or goals. Leadership always involves

attempts on the part of a leader (influencer) to affect

(influence) the behavior of a follower (influencee) or

followers in situation." 2  A leader is an "individual who

performs actions that assist the group achieve its goals."3

Because the director's task is to unify the work of art,

the traditional concept of the role of the director as

leader is so strong that virtually every director envisions

himself in that role and practically all members of
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contemporary production groups expect the director to

assume it. Once the production has evolved from the

conceptual networks, the director must initiate ideas

and make final decisions within the social and the aes-

thetic networks--ideas and decisions which greatly affect

the observational networks. Such authority and decisive-

ness are not commonly found in non-leader role character-

istics.

By functional definition, the director must direct;

as leader he must lead. The director also must have some

one to direct; the leader must have some one to lead.

Both roles, singly or in combination, require the recog-

nition of other roles within the group. In other words,

a leader cannot function in isolation from the other group

members.

Good leadership must be particularly sensitive to
the feelings and problems of the group. Not only
must the functional leader recognize and respond
to these feelings, but he must also articulate them
sharply and give special attention to the group
aspects of individual problems and needs. He must
also stimulate and help the group to find solutions,
drawing upon that part of the member's experience
which is related to the group goals. The inter-
action between leadership and membersh~ipis of
paramount imortance for participation. it T
obvious that a leader cannot respond well to a
group which is not responding to him, and vice
versa.

A director may spend many hours analyzing a script,

responding to the emotional and intellectual messages of

the playwright, and determining methods of eliciting
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creative responses from the members of the production group.

Most directors, consciously or unconsciously, successfully

or unsuccessfully, find ways of leading group members to

artistic discoveries. Yet many directors, particularly

the inexperienced, neglect to analyze the interpersonal

aspects of theatrical group existence. But the director

must be able to lead the group members in interpersonal

transactions in order for the group to function. In order

to lead these artists and craftsmen, the director must

develop confidence, respect, group rapport, and so on.

"No man can lead or govern without somehow winning the

confidence of those whom he leads."5 Just as he plans

stage movement, the director must consciously design

methods of leadership if the process of theatrical com-

munication is to be successful.

Secondary Leadership Roles

The directorial leadership role encompasses many

behavior patterns or functions which may be termed "sec-

ondary" role positions. Because of traditional con-

cepts, it is relatively difficult for the director to

shed his primary role. Yet in his choice of secondary

roles--existing simultaneously with the primary one--

the director may design leadership methods and patterns

and thus, the social networks.
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Benne and Sheats Classification

Various classifications of roles exist which may be

appropriate for the secondary role positions of directorial

leadership. One such system includes the various role

types suggested by Benne and Sheats (see page 34).6 The

director may assume any of these roles at any given time.

Most of the roles within the group task, and the group

building and maintenancecategories may prove beneficial

to the director and to the group. The self-centered roles,

which are assumed by many directors, may prove to be more

destructive than beneficial.

Initiator-Contributor. During a theatrical pro-

duction, the director is responsible for suggesting

creative ideas and for offering means of attaining crea-

tive goals. If the aesthetic networks are to be used in

this manner, the groundwork must be laid through the social

networks. Simply by selecting individuals to participate

in the production group and by assigning basic roles within

the group (such as actor, technician, etc.), the director

initiates the basic design for the social networks. During

a recent production in which the director was attempting to

organize a theatrical company, the first group meeting was

devoted to an explication of member roles. The director

introduced each individual member of the group, described

the individual's background, and explained that individual's
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a basis for the formation of the interpersonal transactions

of the social networks and a foundation for the artistic

interactions of the aesthetic networks.

By contributing feelings, ideas, understandings, and

so on about the playwright's message, the director both

initiates ideas and contributes them to the group. Within

the aesthetic networks, stage blocking, movement, tempo,

and gestures are manifestations of the director's function

as initiator-contributor.

The director may also suggest or impose norms of indi-

vidual and group behavior within the social networks which

will prove beneficial to the aesthetic networks. A direc-

tor may suggest, for example, that the actors should attain

at least six hours of sleep per night. Furthermore, a direc-

tor may contribute such a norm by initiating a system of

checks to insure that the norm is not only accepted but

also enforced.

Information-Seeker. The director constantly searches

for information. He may attempt to discover the tempera-

ments of the group members, for example, to ascertain any

individual characteristics which might aid or hinder inter-

actions within any of the networks, or to determine the

effects of the general environment, and the specific setting

upon those same interactions. If the director has worked
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with the members of the production group previously, then

the most important task would be to determine the effects

of the specific setting. If the members of the production

group are unknown to the director, the individualized infor-

mation becomes paramount. When possible, as much of this

information possible should be obtained prior to the

membership commitments. Yet the director must continually

monitor possible individual or group changes.

A director may require information about the general

characteristics of a particular group with whom he is

working. During the production of a Black play by an

all-Black company with a white director, there were dif-

ficulties in beginning rehearsals at the scheduled hour.

At least one, and usually all, of the actors were from

fifteen to forty-five minutes late for the rehearsals;

it seemed impossible to communicate to them that, in

order to meet the performance deadlines, they could not

afford to lose rehearsal time daily. The problem was

solved only after the director sought several solutions

within the interpersonal relationships. Through them,

it was discovered that in the Black sub-culture, "on

time" means arriving from thirty minutes to one-hour

after the designated time. The actor call was moved

forward accordingly and the actors ceased feeling insecure

about having an unfamiliar norm imposed on them;
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and attention. Had information not been sought regarding

this interpersonal problem which affected the aesthetic

networks, the production process might not have continued

to the performance.

Information-Giver.. The role of information-giver is

especially prevalent within the aesthetic networks. Much

of the actors' information about the production is given

to them by the director. This is particularly true if the

actors are very inexperienced, if the drama is from a time

period or a genre unfamiliar even to experienced actors,

and if the director's background, work, and so forth, dif-

fers markedly from that of the actors and the environment

to which they are accustomed. Professional directors

working within the educational framework, for example,

may have to provide the artists and craftsmen of the pro-

duction group with insights and experiences not commonly

found within the specific educational theatre setting.

The role of information-giver is also important within

the social networks. If many of the members of the group

are unknown to each other, for example, the director may

offer information to the group about the individual members.

This may help to break the ice and begin (initiate) the

development of rapport (the development of trust, confi-

dence, and understanding). Many times, in fact, the
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become an initiator.

The director may also give information which will

lead to the development of norms within the group. In

the case of novice groups, for instance, the director

may have to communicate traditional norms or rules that

should be followed by the group members--such norms as

rehearsal promptness, line memorization promptness. and

other behavior codes within the specific theatrical setting.

A director may spend most of his time giving information

with little attention given the feedback process or he may

spend proportionate amounts of time both giving and seeking

information.

Coordinator. By definition, virtually all directors

must at times assume the role of coordinator within the

aesthetic networks. The director-leader must coordinate

and unify the talents, creative ideas, and personalities

of many individuals so that separate art-forms may be

merged into that of the theatre. Simply by assuming

secondary role positions, the director becomes a coor-

dinator. It is practically impossible to view a successful

director-leader as anything other than a leader-coordinator.

The director-coordinator role is also necessary within

the social networks. Social activities which will aid in

the development of group rapport--group meals during rehearsal
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and planned social and work sessions for small groups

within the larger group--may serve to increase the

enthusiasm for the production process, to develop confi-

dence between group members both offstage and onstage,

and to promote general trust and understanding among

the group members. Such interpersonal activities may

mold the interactions within the aesthetic networks into

believable relationships.

In order to create the effect of a community of peo-

ple, laughing, loving, struggling, sweating, and dying

together, the director of a drama about the trials of

the Depression chose to develop social activities that

would enhance the feeling of group togetherness and de-

pendence. Situations were created and coordinated in

which the artists and craftsmen did indeed laugh, strug-

gle, and sweat together. The rehearsal schedule was such

that the group members were together several hours daily.

Several all-day meetings, including rehearsals, technical

work sessions, meals, relaxation periods, and general dis-

cussions, were scheduled. Although not totally successful,

these group social activities, coordinated by the director,

helped develop a sense of "oneness" among the artists. At

many points in the performance, the spectators could actually

believe that they were viewing a community of people strug-

gling together for existence.
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sary to plan work schedules around individual time tables.

He may have to coordinate the work of outsiders with the

work of group members. This is particularly true for the

addition of auxiliary staff members such as music directors,

musicians, and choreographers. The director-coordinator

molds disparate personalities, temperaments, and talents

into a functioning, creative whole.

Encourager. Within an educational theatre situation,

the director may find it necessary to offer encouragement

to the group members, who often need help in attaining the

"I'm OK, you're OK" point of view in order to function

adequately within the social and the aesthetic networks.

The role of encourager is of particular worth in situa-

tions in which the group members are immature or inexper-

ienced. Many times the general environment in which the

theatrical process takes place requires the director to

assume the role of encourager. If the production group

is subject to pressures from outside that group--such as

non-support, prejudices of one type or another, verbal

attacks, and so on--the director may find himself providing

the only encouragement and support for the members of the

production group.

The director-encourager accepts contributions from

the group members and then praises the resulting suggestions,
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actively support and promote such contributions. It is

possible that as an encourager, the director will allow

various individuals to assume some of his functions as

coordinator within both the social and the aesthetic net-

works. The director-encourager is not afraid to offer praise,

recognition, or constructive criticism to the other mem-

bers of the production group.

Harmonizer.--Friction and conflict exist within any

group. As a result, the director must at times assume

the role of harmonizer. A certain amount of conflict may

have positive results, but too much friction may destroy

interactions within the social networks and adversely

affect the creative endeavors of the group. The har-

monizer must mediate extreme differences and attempt to

reduce tensions and friction by giving group members the

opportunity to explore their differences and by encouraging

them to do so. The normal disagreements involving crea-

tive ideas that occur within the aesthetic networks are

less destructive if the social networks are functioning

harmoniously. Though it is difficult to find social

groups in which all members are one-hundred percent

compatible, the director-harmonizer must monitor potentially

explosive relationships and engineer the interpersonal trans-

actions in such a manner that dangerous conflicts will be
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situation, and the director accepts the responsibility

for the reduction of conflict.

Gate-Keeper. The role of gate-keeper must be assumed

by the director if maximum productivity is to occur. The

channels of communication must be kept open between himself

and the group, between himself and the individual members

of the group, and among or between the various group members.

When communication barriers exist within the social networks,

it becomes difficult for the aesthetic messages to be trans-

mitted with a high degree of success. The interpersonal

barriers can be so great that the aesthetic messages become

totally blocked.

That barriers within the social transactions adversely

affect the interactions of the aesthetic networks is plain.

During the casting for a college production of Anouilh's

Antigone, a certain senior actress was not chosen for the

leading role. Several friends of this actress, including

her husband, were cast in the show. The actress in question

was offered a minor acting role and technical assignments,

but she refused membership in the production group. In an

effort to get even with thedirector for not casting her,

the actress attempted to create negative conflict within

the group. As a result, the group was divided into three

factions: those who supported the actress, those who
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views. In interactions with the actress and her supporting

faction, all attempts to communicate through the role of

director-harmonizer or director-gatekeeper were unsuccessful.

The most obvious communication barrier within the

group, and the one which most obviously affected the

aesthetic networks, existed in the interpersonal trans-

actions between the director and the actor portraying

Haemon and in the interactions between that actor and

the actress playing Antigone. The actor was a very close

friend of the uncast actress and became very bitter about

the injustice the actress had suffered when a freshman was given

the role in her place. As the rehearsal period progressed,

the actor, reinforced by outside pressures from the actress

in question, refused to interact with the director or the

actress playing Antigone on any interpersonal basis. Within

the aesthetic networks, this actor refused to accept or

respond to any directorial suggestions or leadership. He

ignored the actress playing Antigone even when he was on

stage with her and supposedly interacting with her crea-

tively. Needless to say, in performance the relationship

between Antigone and Haemon was not believable. Therefore,

Haemon's death decision had no validity or believability

for the audience. The barriers within the aesthetic net-

works were so great that several members of the audience
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believability.

Overall, the show was moderately successful. Because

of the factions within the interpersonal networks, however,

the group never became a proper theatrical ensemble. As

gate-keeper, the director was unable to keep the channels

of communication open. The only way to have achieved this

would have been to fire the actor playing Haemon, an action

that was impossible because there was no one to replace him.

A second avenue would have been to cast the senior actress

in the role. At the time of the casting, the director was

unaware of the possibility for such a conflict. Yet this

actress simply could not have handled the role. A third

possible solution would have been the attainment of greater

source credibility and status for the director. Although

the conflict may have existed unconsciously or subconsciously,

it probably would not have reached such a high degree of

explosiveness and therefore would not have been as detri-

mental to the group. Too much of rehearsal time had to be

spent attempting to keep the communication channels open

within the interpersonal networks. Without doubt, the

aesthetic networks suffered.

Self-centered Roles.--In situations in which the direc-

tor tends to lose sight of the need to have someone to direct

and to lead, he becomes "self-centered." That is, he considers
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group effort. The self-centered roles are usually con-

sidered detrimental.

The three most common self-centered roles are the

aggressor, the recognition-seeker, and the dominator.

The aggressor attempts to communicate to the group mem-

bers a sense of superiority; no one may gain status other

than the director. The recognition-seeker constantly

uses the word "I," boasts, or calls attention to his own

activities. To hear the recognition-seeker's story, one

would assume that the director is not only the supreme

artist of the theatre but also the only person involved in

the creative process. The dominator not only maintains

strict control within the production unit, but also con-

tinually asserts his own authority and superiority. He

refuses to recognize any of the contributions of other

members of the group.

Although groups may function with self-centered

leadership, the creative endeavors will probably be

limited. In addition, the members of the group will

probably not enjoy the experience. For student or ama-

teur actors, the sense of enjoyment and the feeling of

individual worth and accomplishment, and the feeling of

group success are extremely important. When the director

maintains that he has done it all and refuses to recognize
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be quite negative. A performance produced under such cir-

cumstances may be adequate but will, in all probability,

not achieve any great degree of excellence.

Trauth/Shostrom Classification

A second classification of roles which may be appro-

priate for the secondary role positions of directorial

leadership has been developed by Suzanne Trauth7 from

Everett Shostrom's manipulative/non-manipulative system.

The characteristics of these role dichotomies are shown

in condensed form below.

ROLE

Bully

TYPE

Manipulative

Assertor

Dictator

Leader

Judge

Expressor

Protector

Guide

Non-manipulative

Manipulative

Non-manipulative

Manipulative

Non-manipulative

Manipulative

Non-manipulative

CHARACTERISTICS

uses threats and exaggerated
aggression to manipulate people

aggressive but direct and
straightforward

manipulates using any tactics
that will control

employs a non-dominant force-
fulness

overly critical, distrustiful,
and resentful

expresses his own convictions
strongly without judging the
convictions of others

over-sympathetic

willing to work with others to
help them help themselves
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Weakling Manipulative manipulates through an exag-
gerated display of sensitivity
and vulnerability

Empathizer Non-manipulative has high expectations of others
but still listens to them and
accepts the human tendency to
err

Trauth's roles--prodder, autocrat, evaluative critic,

democratic director, and therapist--represent a middle-ground

between the manipulative and the non-manipulative roles de-

veloped by Shostrom.

The manipulative Bully who is sarcastic and demeaning,
deliberately attempting to frustrate actors with such
witticisms as "I didn't know actors could think!"
might be modified to become the Prodder. This is the
director who pushes actors but is always aware of the
fact that actors, like most people, have limits. He
might be heard to say "I think you can go much fur-
ther!" The Dictator ("Do it my way whether you like
it or not") who completely restricts actor-initiated
work might, with a little effort, be changed into the
Autocrat who demonstrates, corrects, and gives orders
but only to perfect or solve technical difficulties.
A typical statement might be "I need to have you do
exactly what I think is demanded here." The critical,
ego-deflating Judge who says "Nothing you ever do is
right," might be replaced by the Evaluative Critic
whose objective feedback is provided in a non-personal,
non-threatening manner. For example, he says, "What
you are doing is inappropriate given the goals we've
established." The Protector who tries to shield actors
from the "pain" of the rehearsal process by saying
"Don't worry, I'll figure it all out for you," could
become the Democratic director who actively facili-
tates the process of actor discovery: "I'll help
you solve your problems." Finally, the Weakling
who abandons his actors ("You're the actors, you do
it; I can't expect to do everything!") might be
modified to become the director Therapist whose pri-
mary task is to provide psychological safety for the
actors. His typical statement might be "I won't tell
you whj to do, but I'll make it safe for you to
fail."
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Social Roles

A third system of role classifications which may be

suitable for the secondary role positions of the director-

leader is that found in everyday social situations. These

roles may simply be transferred from the social situation

to the theatrical situation. The two roles predominantly

found in the theatrical situation are those of teacher

and friend.

Teacher.--In most educational situations, the direc-

tor not only is perceived as a teacher by himself and the

other members of the production group, he literally is a

teacher. Since the majority of the production group mem-

bers in this situation are students, both the actual and

the perceived role of teacher tends to affect source cre-

dibility and status. Moreover, the interpersonal rela-

tionships which exist in the classroom are likely to be

carried over into the theatrical situation. A very

formalized classroom structure may tend to create social

networks in which the non-director members of the pro-

duction group view themselves as subordinates. The

director-teacher must establish the premise that the

teacher-student roles are reflexive within the theatrical

situation. That is, everyone in the group both gives and

takes information within the learning situation.

Within both the social and the aesthetic networks,

the director-teacher functions in much the same manner
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as the director/information-giver. In addition, the

director-teacher may find it necessary to not only give

information, but to see that the information is abosrbed,

carried out, interpreted correctly, and so on. In the

secondary role of teacher, the director commonly is re-

spected by the other group members. Whether in a strictly

educational situation or in a theatrical situation totally

divorced from the academic world, whether it be as an

acting instructor, a teacher of theatre history, a revealer

of character motivations or individual personality traits,

the director assumes the secondary role position of teacher.

Friend.--In many instances, the director may already

be a friend of many participants in the production. Such

relationships are commonly found in community theatre

situations. Usually a group of friends with like interest

--the theatre--get together to create a play. One of them

is selected to direct. Another common situation in which

the director is a friend prior to the development of the

specific production group is found in laboratory productions

within the educational situation. Student directors, more

often than not, have friendship interactions with those

people they cast as actors and select for technical assign-

ments.

In conjuction with the secondary roles of encourager

and harmonizer, the role of friend may be very valuable
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within both the social and the aesthetic networks. Many

problems which arise in both network categories can be

easily solved by the interaction of friends. If the role

of friend creates problems in maintaining directorial con-

trol, however, and if this role affects directorial

decision-making, the director-friend role position may

be found detrimental both to the director and to the

group as a whole.

It is obvious that there are many secondary roles

which the director-leader may choose to assume. The

abundance of role availabilities implies that the direc-

tor may modify his method of working from production to

production or from situation to situation within one

production, and that not all directors will work in the

same manner. The secondary roles which a director assumes

may be dictated by the style of leadership which he chooses

to employ in a given situation.

Styles of Directorial Leadership

Traditionally, styles of directorial leadership have

been conceived as a dichotomy of choice between the auto-

cratic and the democratic modes. It is also possible to

consider directorial leadership as occupying a continuum

between autocracy and anarchy.

The Autocrat-Democrat Dichotomy

The autocratic director tends to control the communi-

cation networks by talking all the time, by never listening
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to anyone else, and by always having a better story, idea,

or way of doing something. Since the autocratic director

wants to tell the actors and other collaborators exactly

what to do, both on and off the stage, their initiation of

ideas is greatly restricted, if not completely stifled by

the director's inability to operate within a free or open

situation. The autocratic director may foster the percep-

tion that no role within the group, other than his own is

important. In many instances, this attitude may develop

unconsciously rather than consciously; the result is the

same. The autocratic director tries to maintain group

dependence on a single authority-figure--himself.

The extreme autocratic director-leader, therefore,

constructs barriers within the communication networks.

These barriers may permeate both the social and the

aesthetic networks. Since the autocratic director views

his role as the only important one in the group, group

activity within both the aesthetic and the social net-

works is likely to be minimal. Creative output may be

almost non-existent. The members of the production

group may well feel that if the director thinks he can

do it alone, let him. General apathy may prevail. It

is safe to assume that the production process that exists

in this kind of autocratic/apathetic environment will be

less than totally successful.
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The democratic director, on the other hand, tends to

encourage communication interaction between the group mem-

bers and himself, and among the individual members of the

production unit. This type of director asserts the worth

of individual contributions to both the social and aesthetic

networks--and thus to the overall production process. The

director who adopts a democratic style of leadership engineers

an atmosphere in which the group members feel sociable,

industrious, and creative. This kind of leader accepts

the responsibility for listening to individual problems

which may affect participation in all the networks, and

for allowing good feelings to penetrate the social net-

works and thus the aesthetic networks. By readily accepting

and trying suggestions made by participants, the democratic

director encourages greater participation and the free

initiation of ideas and feelings.

The director who adopts the democratic mode of leader-

ship attempts to prohibit or limit the construction of

barriers within both the social and the aesthetic net-

works. Since the democratic director views all group

roles as important, group activity is apt to be enhanced,

creative output may reach the maximum possible. It is

safe to assume that the production process led by a demo-

cratic director may approach total success.
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The Autocratic-Anarchic Continuum

Rather than viewing the styles of directing strictly

as a dichotomy, it seems more realistic and advantageous

to consider the directorial-leadership styles as points

along a continuum. Common sense indicates that a director

cannot, or perhaps should not, always adopt a totally demo-

cratic or a totally autocratic style--the only styles

possible within the concept of the traditional dichotomy.

Instead, the director may find it necessary to adopt an

autocratic leadership style in one situation and a demo-

cratic mode of leadership in another--perhaps with both

situations occurring during a single production. If

this were true, the democratic style of directing would

become a midpoint between the autocratic style at one end

and the anarchic style at the opposite end (see Figure 2).

Autocratic Democratic Anarchic
(Dictator) (Coordinator) (Slacker)

Fig. 2--Continuum of directorial styles

The director adopting the autocratic mode of leader-

ship assumes he has absolute and unrestricted power. The

characteristics of the autocratic director which exist

within the framework of the traditional dichotomy are

operative here as well. The autocratic director-leader
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may retain his authority by his role status, by engineering

of the interactions, or by more tyrannical means. The

autocratic-director-leader tends to impose his norms, his

ideas, his standards upon the group with little regard to

the natural development of norms within the group itself.

These norms will be much more rigid, seemingly more impor-

tant, and will require stricter enforcement than will the

norms developed under other leadership styles.

The autocratic director usually assumes the role of

dictator; he maintains his authority through whatever

means is necessary. His goals are to mold a group of

followers into a miniature of himself and to present only

his creation on stage. Rather than viewing the various

artists and craftsmen of the production group as colla-

borators--as creative individuals--the autocratic director-

leader is more likely to view them as puppets to be manip-

ulated by his whims. In order to perform his function of

creating a unified production, it may be necessary for any

director to adopt this procedure within the aesthetic net-

works. Directors other than the recognition-seeking

dictator, however, will do this advisedly. In other

words, this method of reaching the production goal will

be employed only when other, more group-oriented means

have failed.

The director assuming the autocratic mode of leader-

ship may adopt secondary roles in addition to that of
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tion and the degree of tyranny judged to be required), the

judge, and in some cases, the protector are common examples.

The self-centered roles of Benne and Sheats--the aggressor,

the recognition-seeker, and the dominator--are commonly

assumed by the autocratic director. As stated previously,

groups exposed to such modes of leadership in isolation from

all other leadership styles often exhibit minimal activity,

limited creativity, and general apathy.

At the other end of the continuum, the anarchic style

of leadership shows similar results. This kind of director

denies the existence of an authoritarian or controlling

principle; no common standard or purpose is possible. One

could say, in fact, that the concept of a director--that

is, a person who controls in order to unify--is denied.

The anarchic director imposes no norms of his own, and

furthermore, advocates that norms not be consciously de-

veloped within the group. "Anything goes" might be the

motto of the anarchic leader, and he may even abandon the

production group if the going gets rough.

The anarchic director often assumes the role of

slacker and shirks both work and responsibility. His

goals are to let the individual members of the group do

what they please, both interpersonally and aesthetically.

The slacker may view the individual members of the group
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as creative individuals but not necessarily as collaborators.

In other words, no unifying principle may exist for the work

of art. Instead, the production may become a hodgepodge of

theatrical forms and techniques, of individual ideas, and of

unrelated themes and principles. This kind of director may

expect the production process and the performance to "simply

just happen"; rarely are his expectations met.

The anarchic director may also adopt the secondary role

positions of weakling, harmonizer, and friend. The actors

and the craftsmen are expected to figure everything out for

themselves. The weakling may simply abandon the group, or

function as protector by attempting to shield members from

the realization that they are not always right, that a crea-

tive work of art is not simply an expression of freedom,

and that the theatrical production process requires com-

promise, hard work, and discipline. The harmonizer attempts

to promote tolerance for the aesthetic and interpersonal

ideas of each member of the group, and the slacker to assume

the role of friend within all of the transactions in which

he participates. Frequently, the friendship relationship

leads to failure of the production.

Often anarchic leadership results in chaos. If art

requires both interpersonal and aesthetic discipline, along

with form and structure, a production process or a performance

totally lacking them is apt to prove unsuccessful. The
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effectiveness of the aesthetic and the interpersonal net-

works is minimal; creativity is limited; apathy exists in

abundance.

Thus, although the means are different, the results

of the autocratic and the anarchic styles seem to be the

same. Perhaps the most advantageous style of leadership

is one which maintains a midpoint between the two extremes

--the democratic style. The director who chooses the

democratic form of leadership attempts to create a group

situation in which all members have equality and respect.

The views of the democratic director from the traditional

dichotomy of directing styles (autocratic/democratic) are

valid here also. The democratic director allows and

encourages the development of norms from within the group.

He frequently offers suggestions rather than imposing ideas.

He expects individuals to maintain self-discipline and

expects the group to maintain the integrity of the group

norms. Only when absolutely necessary will the democratic

director assist in this maintenance during transactions

within the interpersonal networks.

As a rule, also, the democratic director assumes the

chief secondary role of coordinator within the social and

the aesthetic networks. The need for such an activity,

it was noted in Chapter I, led to the elevation of "the

director" to the supreme position among the collaborators

in a theatrical art-work. Virtually everything a director
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should do involves some aspect of coordination. He must

lead disparate artists and craftsmen from the various artistic

fields by recognizing the unique creative abilities of each

individual and by gathering and filtering these abilities

into a comprehensible whole.

The democratic director-coordinator may occupy any

number of lesser secondary role positions: the prodder,

the critic, the therapist, the teacher, the friend, the

initiator-contributor, the information giver and seeker,

the harmonizer, the encourager, and the gate-keeper. Such

flexibility is seldom available to the autocratic or the

anarchic director. On the one hand the rigidity of the

attitudes and the need to maintain "face" make change dif-

ficult; on the other, once the "norms" of anarchy have

taken hold, nothing the director does is very effective.

The flexibility of the democratic director thus allows

him to move easily to the precise role called for by a

given situation. He can, in fact, range completely along

the continuum without sacrificing any perquisites of his

leadership and without harming the group norms. Groups

exposed to such a mode of leadership tend to exhibit

greater group activity and productivity, maximum crea-

tive output, and greater individual and group concern

for the goals of the production process. Although suc-

cess will vary, groups directed under this kind of leader-

ship more often approach success than those groups functioning

under autocratic or anarchic leadership.
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Hence the democratic style should be used even though

the director must accept ultimate responsibility for the

artistic and educational results. Each member of the pro-

duction and each new situation will require a special

combination of roles. In most instances the preponderance

of roles will come from the autocratic half of the con-

tinuum. Nevertheless, if individuals in the group or the

group structures have reached a relatively high degree

of maturity, both interpersonally and aesthetically, the

director may select more roles from the anarchic half of

the continuum. Contemporary group theatres at the pro-

fessional level, such as Joseph Chaikin's Open Theatre,

have been able to succeed artistically with almost total

anarchy. Theatrical productions with children and so-called

"creative dramatics sessions" are viable only through

autocracy. Other forms of theatre and drama fall some-

where between these two extremes. In any case, the

director who relies entirely on one style all of the

time is likely to find his productions not so successful

as he had hoped they would be. The relationship between

the leadership styles and the secondary role choices appear

in condensed form below.

LEADERSHIP STYLE CHIEF SECONDARY OTHER SECONDARY
ROLE ROLES

Autocratic Dictator Bully, Assertor, Judge,
Protector, Aggresstor,
Recognition-seeker,
Dominator
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Democratic Coordinator Teacher, Prodder, Critic,
Friend, Therapist, Ini-
tiator-Contributor, In-
formation-giver, Infor-
mation-seeker, Harmonizer,
Encourager, Gate-keeper

Anarchic Slacker Weakling, Harmonizer,
Friend

Choosing Styles of Leadership

The manner in which a director chooses to communicate

with the members of his production group--the styles of

leadership and the roles he may assume--should be chosen

carefully. The communication networks, the structure of

roles by which they are managed, and the pattern of lea-

dership ought to receive the same creative effort as the

design of the scenery or the actors' movements. Each

network may require a different mode of leadership. If

the director has worked with a majority of the group mem-

bers previously and has confidence in their personal attri-

butes and talents, he is likely to work from the same

position in all the networks and to adopt a more demo-

cratic style. If the group members are unknown to the

director, he may function in a more democratic mode

within the social networks in an attempt to "get to know"

the individuals but prefer an autocratic mode within the

aesthetic networks. The same distribution of styles may

occur if the director knows the members of the group well

but also realizes that the artistic skills of the group

are limited by inexperience.
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In a recent production of an original drama, the direc-

tor knew many of the company members prior to the beginning

of the production process. Since he had taught them in

several classes or directed them in several productions,

he was aware of many of their personal characteristics and

creative abilities. It was easy for the director to func-

tion as a democratic leader, within the social and the

aesthetic networks. His primary style was democratic, and

he movedin either direction along the continuum as the

situation dictated.

In another production--Aeschylus' The Libation Bearers,

directed by Takis Muzenidis, formerly the director of the

National Theatre of Greece, the director was unfamiliar

with the students in his production. He did realize that

the actors were generally inexperienced and lacked training

or experience in the techniques of Greek drama. As a re-

sult, he exhibited very autocratic behavior within the

aesthetic networks. Every meaning in the play, every

movement and body attitude, every vocal inflection and

pause, literally every detail, was dictated by the direc-

tor. Within the social networks, however,while the

students considered Nuzenidis a dictator, he actually

functioned democratically. Outside of the formal

rehearsals, he was eager to answer questions and to

share his ideas and experiences, to discuss any aspect

of theatre, and to listen to the ideas and experiences
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of the students. Indeed he welcomed every opportunity to

socialize with them outside of rehearsals, and tolearn

about their attitudes and life styles. While he fostered

one-way learning in interactions of the aesthetic networks,

the social network relationships were dyadic in the extreme.

No doubt the democratic mode of leadership employed within

the social networks helped the students accept and indeed

come to cherish the autocracy in the other networks.

These examples indicate several factors upon which a

director may base his leadership decisions. First, the

style of leadership must be appropriate to the level or

type of production in which he is involved: adult, pro-

fessional, composed of strangers; children, personal

friends, experienced in dramatics; amateur, adult, stu-

dents; and so forth. Second, the style of leadership

chosen must allow maximum flexibility in the change of

primary styles as the situation warrants but particularly

in the fluctuation among the secondary roles. Third, the

style of leadership must allow constant monitoring of the

developing relationships within each of the theatrical

networks and the ways the networks are affecting each

other at a given moment.

Fourth, the chief consideration within the social

networks is the make-up of the production group: the

personalities, temperaments, and skills of the individuals,

and their level of maturity; the size of the group; the
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prevailing group attitudes; the average maturity of the

group and the level of theatrical experience; the pri-

mary role which the group has assigned to the director.

If the production group is predominantly made up of stu-

dents, for example, the primary role perception will be

that the director is a teacher. The director must also

consider existing relationships between himself and the

individuals in the group, between himself and the col-

lective group, and between the various members of the

group.

As a general rule, the less experienced the group

members are, the more autocratic will be the directing

method. Yet the roles of the encourager and the thera-

pist should not be neglected. The more mature the indi-

viduals are the more the director can use democratic

methods of leadership. A larger group (above fifteen

or twenty people) probably requires more hierarchical

organization and more use of autocratic methods of

directing than does a smaller group (five to fifteen

people). If the director has no prior knowledge re-

garding the individuals in the group, he will do well

to begin with more democratic methods in the social

networks while using autocratic modes of leadership

within the aesthetic networks.

Fifth, the situation context in which the produc-

tion process will take place is only slightly less
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important than the group's make-up. The context may include

school pressures imposed upon the group members, personal

problems of individuals, rehearsal space, the amount of sup-

port which the producing unit receives from members of a

department, division, institution, and so on, the ultimate

purpose for the production, and the amount of rehearsal

time. More democratic modes of leadership can be employed,

for example, if a group has eight weeks in which to pre-

pare a production than if the same group has only two

weeks to prepare the same production. While working on

The Libation Bearers in the manner described above, Muzen-

idis himself stated he would have allowed the actors much

more freedom in the aesthetic networks if they had had

six months to rehearse instead of four weeks and that he

would have allowed their interpretations of the characters

to figure more prominently in the final product.

Obviously, therefore, a director must realize that

anything in the situation context may affect the inter-

actions within the social networks and hence the entire

production process. He must be able to adapt to changing

conditions within the situation context and be prepared

for emergencies. Like the people involved, the interactions

of the social networks are in a constant state of flux:

the director must keep track of the fluctuations and

indeed use them to his and the production's advantage.
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Sixth, the director's method of leadership will be

affected by the playscript he is using. The difficulty

of the drama--that is, its degree of familiarity to the

audience and the production group; its complexities; the

amount of time and space in which to produce it; the

available artists, craftsmen, and money--may determine

the mode of leadership. The greater the degree of dif-

ficulty, the more useful will be some degree of autocracy.

Highly complex plays such as period dramas, musicals,

stylized comedies, and psychological dramas may require

detailed work prior to the casting and the rehearsals.

This work must be done in an autocratic mode. 't'he play's

genre may also affect the decision as to which directorial

leadership style is more appropriate. Musicals, requiring

autocratic control in aspects of the aesthetic networks,

function quite well when the social networks are conducted

in a democratic vein. While production of classics may

require stricter control than other plays, the production

of a new script may only work when every member of the

production group has complete freedom to bring his crea-

tive capabilities to the performance.

Finally, the theatrical production process itself

may affect the style of leadership and the secondary roles

chosen by the director. That process begins with the de-

cision to perform a certain play at a particular time and

place, before a specific audience, and with a predetermined
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group of people. The process ends with the performance of

the play before its audience. Although nearly any kind of

organization may be applied to the process, its chief

characteristics remain constant. Among other things, the

production process always exhibits (1) continual forward

movement in time, (2) continuous demand for special kinds

of space and equipment, (3) constant fluctuation from

general concepts to the specific activities that illus-

trate them until the latter occupies the whole attention

of the participants and the audience, (4) momentum and

growth as more and more artistic contributions join the

onrushing stream, and (5) considerable fragility because

of the necessity for successful communication at every

point along the way.

The complexity of the theatrical communication net-

works was noted in Chapters I-III. The operation of these

networks within the production process requires the fol-

lowing leadership and role decisions.

1. The choice of styles and roles, and the changes

that are made, have a cumulative effect; whether for good

or ill, each decision is carried along with the mainstream,

the effects of a given decision continue long after it may

have been discarded.

2. Once the production process has begun, major

changes in style and role choices are difficult if not

impossible.
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3. If the process is initiated with the anarchic

style, it can be moved to the democratic style only with

difficulty; it is probably not possible to move to the

autocratic position.

4. If the initial style is autocratic, movement along

the continuum is determined by the amount of training and

experience the leader gives to his followers, or that they

bring to the process. That is, he must prepare them for

changes in style of leadership or find some way to protect

them from over-dependence on him.

5. If the initial style is democratic, necessary

changes in style or roles can be made to avoid undue or

malign influence of the production process. Hence, the

changes can be made easily enough to ameliorate the ef-

fects of bad decisions as the process of decision-making

gathers momentum. Nevertheless, extreme changes from the

initial position would have the same negative effect as in

the other leadership styles.

6. Thus, because the director has (and should use)

a certain amount of flexibility but excessive change in

style may prove disruptive to the theatrical process, the

initial analysis of the production's communication needs

has to be very accurate; errors in artistic analysis are

easily corrected through rehearsal, but errors in communi-

cation tend to become permanent through their deleterious

effect on source credibilities, ego involvements, and mes-

sage comprehension.
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7. Although the momentum of the process reduces the

distance of movement possible along the continuum of styles,

the intensification that occurs as the process continues

allows for a wider variety of roles to be employed within

the allowable extremes of movement.

8. The style of leadership and the director's secondary

role choices must allow for maximum role changes in the group

members whose task it will be to carry out the specific

activities that demonstrate the messages which the playwright

and the director have originated.

Summary

This chapter has described the function of the direc-

tor within the theatrical communication networks. An exam-

ination of the role positions the director may assume within

the communication transactions revealed that many systems of

role classifications can be adopted to the theatrical situa-

tion. The role of leader is the dominant directorial role;

by virtue of his artistic function, he must assume this role.

After that, he may adopt many secondary roles that are deter-

mined by the style of leadership which the director chooses.

The leadership styles occupy a continuum from the autocratic

to the democratic to the anarchic. An analysis of the

theatrical process may aid a director in determing the

most appropriate style and role for any given situation.

Systems of analysis exist within the aesthetic networks,
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but need to be developed within the framework of the social

networks.

The interactions of the social networks may determine

the success of the other networks and thus the theatrical

production process. These interactions are determined by

the roles the director assumes, these in turn are deter-

mined by the style of leadership which he selects. Care-

fully designing the mode of directorial leadership 
should

establish the most effective merger of the communication

networks within the theatrical production process.

Ultimately that is, the process of communication and the

process of theatrical production should become one and

the same.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

This study examines the communicative nature of the

art and craft of the theatrical production process. The

theoretical basis of communication, the unique attributes

of theatrical communication, and the function of direc-

torial roles within this communication/theatrical process

are examined.

Assumptions of the Study

1) The theatrical production process is one type of

communication.

2) In order for the theatrical production process to

exist, communication must be established within,

between, and among the participants in the produc-

tion group.

3) The director is in charge of initiating and super-

vising the processes of communication.

4) The theatrical production process is composed of

numerous complex communication networks. These

theatrical communication networks may be classified

into four categories: conceptual, aesthetic,

observational, and social.

114
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5) The social networks form the basis for the other

theatrical networks and must be activated in order

for the networks within the other three categories

to function.

6) The relative success of the social networks deter-

mines the success of each of the other types of

networks, and therefore, the success of the theatrical

presentation.

7) The roles assumed by the director greatly affect

the interactions of the networks and may be the

primary determiner of successful directorial com-

munication.

Summary of the Study

Theatre is a dynamic process in which behaviors,

thoughts, and emotions are significantly portrayed and

perceived through the interactions of the participants.

These interactions may evolve from the aesthetic frame-

work of the drama, from the interpersonal relationships

of the members of the production group, or from a com-

bination of these. Similarly, communication is a dynamic

process in which various human behaviors are meaningfully

exhibited and perceived through the participation of

individuals involved in interactive relationships. These

relationships may involve many or few people, may exist

on many different levels, may be intentional or unintentional,
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may exist in many different environments, may exist for a

variety of reasons or purposes, and so on. The principal

ideas inherent in both of these definitions are that be-

haviors exhibited by sources are significantly perceived

by receivers and that the interactions are dynamic or

on-going rather than static.

Thus the process of theatre was considered in terms

of the many facets of the communication process that con-

trols its functioning. The elements and activities involved

in theatrical production were examined to determine their

functions in a communication process. The primary elements

necessary for a communication interaction are (1) source,

(2) receiver, (3) message, (4) channel, (5) situation,

(6) feedback system, (7) symbol system, (8) roles, (9)

norms, and (10) a system of networks resulting from the

interaction of the other nine elements. The principal

components found within the theatrical process are (1)

playwright, (2) the drama, (3) director, (4) actors,

(5) technicians or craftsmen, (6) situation, (7) per-

formance, and (8) the audience. Each of these theatrical

components may function as each of the elements of communi-

cation at any given time.

These functions are not static; instead, there is a

great degree of reciprocity among them. The director may

be the receiver of the message when confronting the play-

wright or the drama and when viewing the performance as a
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spectator/critic, but he may function as a channel in trans-

mitting the message of the playwright to the actors and the

craftsmen. In addition, the director may be the source of

many of the aesthetic ideas (stage composition and line

interpretation, for example) found within the performance.

His actions, thoughts, and his communication--whether

verbal or nonverbal--may form the basis of both the aes-

thetic and the interpersonal messages. Such interchange

of the communication elements is found within each of the

theatrical components, and allows for numerous recombina-

tions of roles into an infinite number of interaction net-

works.

Examination of this interchange indicates the existence

of at least four categories of communication networks within

the theatrical production process: the conceptual, the

aesthetic, the observational, and the social. The col-

lective interaction of these network categories results

in the communication system of theatre.

Communication systems exist at one of four levels:

intrapersonal, interpersonal, group, and public. Each of

the theatrical communication network categories may function

at any of these levels, although certain categories may

function predominantly at one level or the other. The

conceptual networks are predominantly intrapersonal.

Both the .conceptual and the aesthetic networks, however,

employ interpersonal communication. Much of the work of
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of interpersonal communication. In addition, the social

networks frequently function in this manner.

The third level, group communication, includes small-

group and organizational communication. Small group

communication takes place within the theatre in a variety

of ways: as a primary group, the theatrical production

group serves to train the individuals in social interaction.

In providing companionship for individuals of like interest,

the theatrical group becomes a casual or social group. The

participants in a theatrical production are members of an

educational group. They may be preparing for entering a

career in the field or attempting to improve an already

existing career. The performance aspect of the process

may provide educational opportunities for the members of

the audience, and the theatrical production process is

used in various types of therapy. The production group

may find the theatrical process an outlet for the release

of tensions and irritations, and a medium for the discussion

of or the participation in like interests and experiences.

Finally, the effort to create a work of art forces the

participants in a theatrical production to form a problem-

sovling group. Whatever the secondary goals may be, the

most immediate goal of any individual theatrical process

is the creation of the work of art.
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Moreover, since a production group has a specific

goal and since all the information to group members is

disseminated within definite boundaries, organizational

communication predominates. Serial reproduction of mes-

sages is usually necessary within the theatrical process,

especially if the group is rather large, and a patterned

hierarchy based on status and role perceptions exists.

This hierarchy is determined by the role functions of

the director, which are responsible for the structure of

the communication networks within the production situation.

The fourth level--public communication--functions in

the theatre primarily within the observational networks.

The on-stage performing of the production is equivalent

to a speaker standing before an audience. There are con-

ventional norms of behavior between audience members and

performers and immediate feedback may be received from the

audience through nonverbal channels.

These elements of communication, the four levels of

communication, and the infinite possibilities for networks

within the four theatrical communication network categories

indicate that flexibility of directorial roles influences

the interaction and the formation of the networks within

the theatrical network categories and the communication

levels. Furthermore, since the director is in charge of

supervising all aspects of the theatrical production process,
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the roles which he assumes tend to influence the role

choices and interactions of the other members of the

group.

The primary role assumed by the director is that

of leader; indeed he must assume this role if he is to

direct a production. Whatever role flexibility he de-

velops comes from the secondary roles he may assume.

These secondary roles, furthermore, are determined by

the style of leadership adopted by the director. If the

traditional view is followed, this style can be only auto-

cratic or democratic. Rather than viewing the choice of

directing styles as a dichotomy, however, this thesis sug-

geststhat the choices lie along the continuum.

A director may adopt one principal point on this con-

tinuum from which to develop his style of directorial

leadership. He may perform all directorial functions

within this style, or he may move to other points along

the continuum in any given situation. He even may func-

tion from two or more points simultaneously as he parti-

cipates in two or more networks at the same time. The

leadership style he chooses may be based upon specific

situations within the theatrical context and upon such

factors as the temperaments and the theatrical experience

of members of the production group, the play' s genre,

the length of the rehearsal period,and so on.
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A director's style of leadership determines to some

extent the secondary roles he assumes. The autocratic

director assumes the primary secondary role of dictator

other secondary roles which this type of director assumes

are aggressor, recognition-seeker, and dominator. The

anarchic director-leader assumes the dominant secondary

role of slacker/weakling. He may also assume the role

of harmonizer, friend, and protector, usually emphasizing

the more negative aspects of these roles.

The democratic director-leader has a much wider range

of secondary roles from which to choose. His dominant

secondary role position is coordinator. This type of

director-leader may also assume such roles as initiator-

coordinator, information giver and seeker, encourager,

harmonizer, friend, teacher, and so on.

In order to achieve maximum effectiveness, a director

must constantly monitor all facets of the theatrical pro-

duction process, and change leadership styles and role

positions as necessary. The most flexible and therefore

the most preferred position on the continuum is the demo-

cratic style. From this midpoint, the director-leader may

move toward any other position more easily.

Results of the Study

The results of this study indicate that the theatrical

production process, and particularly the function of the
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director within that process, merits more extensive study

as a form of communication. The leadership styles and the

roles which the director assumes within this process,

especially within the social networks, determine not only

his activities, but the activities of each of the other

members of the production group, the formation of the

various networks, and ultimately, the success of the en-

tire process.

Recommendations for Further Research

In order to explicate the communicative nature of

the theatrical production process and the function of

the director in that process, the following recommenda-

tions are offered.

1) Each of the elements of communication should be

the subject of a case study that focuses on its

function within each of the four theatrical net-

work categories, and the production process as a

whole.

2) Such a study or series also should be applied to

the manner in which the network categories inter-

act to create the theatrical process.

3) Other systems of role classifications should be

used to analyze directorial leadership.

4) A methodology for the empirical study of theatrical

directing should be developed. Present methods for
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such a study seem less sophisticated than the

subject requires.



NOTES

1Refer to the research being done at Bowling Green
State University as exemplified in publications of Empir-
ical Research in Theatre.
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